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The charts represent a facet of economic life but one that diers in its implications as between
producer and consumer. The producer lives and dies by the charts, whilst the consumer can
enjoy a form of bounded recreation. The charts are a game that we can envolve ourselves in
for a while if we get pleasure out of doing so. Like the football league tables, they invite us to
look and to judge, to become commentators and even participants in a small way. Not only
can we know who had their rst three hits at number one, but we can volunteer an opinion
on them too. [. . . ], pop gives us power.

(Martin Parker: Reading the charts  making sense with the hit parade.
In: Popular Music; Cambridge : C.U.P.; 10. 1991, 2, p214.)
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British Chart Books Classied  An Introduction
British Chart Books Classied

is a brief list of

No such work can probably claim to be complete,

books dealing with the British charts published

but I have tried to include as much information as

over the last four decades. This present bibliogra-

feasable.

phy is largely derived from my own collection of
chart books (marked by a diamond

♦)

I ask all readers to help improving this work: please

as well as

send me corrections, additions and your comments.

information gathered from standard bibliographic

You can contact me by e-mail:

sources and reference books.

zobbel@zobbel.de

or letter: Hauptstr. 10, D75245 Neulingen, Ger-

The underlying database was rst established in

many.

1993 with an initial aim to collect as much in-

As chartographer and collector of chart books I'm

formation as possible on every chart-related book

always interested to buy, lend or exchange such

ever published. I soon had to focus my work on

books, as well as the original charts themselves.

those publications dealing with the British charts.

The Classication


The formal classication of the books consists of three
broad sections which are then divided into seven classes:

•



•

mat:

Reconstructions (Ib  2)

Act or Title (IIa  4)
Others (IIb  5)

Surrogates (III)



Periodicals (IV  9) [currently not implemented]

Each class is then divided into groups according to for-

Originals or Reprints (Ia  1)

Abstracts (II)



•

•

Sources (I)

Facts & Feats (IIIb  8)

Annuals or Recalculations (IIIa  7)

•

Non-format (0)

•

Singles (1)

•

Albums (2)

•

Multi-format (3)

•

Others (4)

Bibliographic description

Within each group all books are listed in alpha-

The

betical order, either by author or title. A title in-

these sections: Head (author), Title, Sub-title, Vol-

dex is provided at the end of the classied sec-

ume, Edition, Publisher, Year, ISBN, plus any ap-

tion (page 33). The entries are prepared in a stan-

propriate comment.

dard bibliographical way, although I do not strictly

of any work contains

The classied section is supplemented by a selec-

Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules
(AACR2) and its German equivalent Regeln für die
alphabetische Katalogisierung (RAK).
adhere to the

tion of concise book reviews giving insight into the
contents of some of the chart books.
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Selected Book Reviews
Top 40 Charts (Gambaccini/Rice/Rice)

(debuts, last hits, stays at no. 1, &c.) of the period.

Complete bibliographic record on page 23.
Published in the same year as

Singles Charts',

The coverage of the rst edition ends in December 1991, the second edition updates the charts to

`The Complete NME

the end of 1995. There is a title index, referencing

this 700 page tome deals with the

Record Retailer
NME

(later

Music Week

a record's date of entry, but no summarising data

) charts.

setting the weekly charts into a broader perspective

Originally these were treated as second-rate to the

(eg. annual best-sellers) or the usual facts & feats

charts but by the end of the 1960s became

the

September 2002

lists.

the industry standard, partly because of the link to

BBC and its widespread use in the media. This

was cemented by the use of the 1960s

tailer

chart in the

Record Re-

Guinness series of chart books

The Complete NME Singles/Album Charts
(Osbourne/Rees/Lazell)

that started in 1977. Even though other chart books

NME Record Mirror
Guinness
Record Retailer
used the

or

charts, the

team of Gambaccini, Rice, Rice & Read

chose the

Top 50 mainly on

Complete bibliographic record on pages 23, 23.

the ground of length.

This series of chart books is a key source for every chartwatcher. Unlike most chart books (covering summarizing data by act), these two volumes
present the weekly charts as they were originally
published by the

New Musical Express

some forty years. Like Tony Jasper's

Book',

over

`Top Twenty

the team of Roger Osbourne, Dafydd Rees

and Barry Lazell have maintained to take the charts
from one single source throughout the period: when
most other
c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/gbtop40_25pr.jpg

chart books change over to the longer

Record Retailer
NME

Top 50 in March 1960, this se-

ries keeps to the then more respected and reliable
charts.

Since the

NME

had its own book project, they re-

fused to license their early chart to

Guinness. Sub-

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/nmesin_1_25pr.jpg

sequently this book has to make up for the years
19521960 somehow: the editors chose to write
short summarising chapters for each year, including a chronological list of Number Ones.
From 10.03.1960 the book brings the complete Top
40s for every week since. The details include: last
week's position, title, act, label, weeks. There are
also indications for an act's debut hit and a record's
peak position. Each page, containing two to three
week's of chart data, has very short comments at

An introduction looks at the beginnning of the

the bottom, focusing on the chart developments

charts and their development. Originally the charts

7
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were devised as a new advertising tool, in addi-

longest stays at no.1; no.1 debuts; the hits Cli

tion to the

Richard, Elvis Presley, The Rolling Stones, and The

MPA sheet music chart (with US record

September 2002

Beatles.

sales, sheet music and airplay charts printed aside),
mainly to boost sales of the then newly established

New Musical Express

. Ad manager Percy Dick-

ins and sta rang about 50 record shops to collect
sales data then collated to a Top 12 chart by ac-

35 Years Of British Hit EPs (George White)

countant Ted Hull. Even by the end of the 1960s
only about 100 shops made up the panel. For many
years,

Radio Luxembourg's Top Twenty show used

Complete bibliographic record on page 28.

this chart. From 1952 to May 1988 the charts were

George White's

compiled in-house, then the contract went to the

MRIB-compiled Network Chart.

`35 Years Of British Hit EPs'

is the

rst book to concentrate exclusively on the British
chart history of EPs and can be regarded as a successor to 1984's

60s'

`Guinness Book Of Hits Of The

in that respect. White's concept reaches ac-

tually further than simply accounting for the EP
charts of the 1960s, as the author tries to include
every EP to chart in Britain 19551989: whether on
the dedicated format chart published by

Retailer

or the general singles chart.

Record

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/nmealb_1_25pr.jpg

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/white_hiteps_25pr.jp
The charts covered (omitting minor variations) are:

Singles
15.11.1952
2.10.1954
14.04.1956
23.04.1983

Top
Top
Top
Top

12
20
30
50

Albums
9.06.1962
17.12.1966
7.06.1969
28.11.1970
23.04.1983

Top
Top
Top
Top
Top

10
15
20
30
50

Depending on the size of the charts, one page cov-

The charts covered are the Top 10/20 Singles chart

ers a month's worth of data, or more. The weekly

from

lists only include last week's position, title, act, and

Top 10/15/20 EP chart from

Record Mirror
Record Retailer &
Music Industry News
Record Mirror
Record Retailer
Music Week

label; so they do miss out on some data (weeks on

, 22.01.19555.03.1960, the

(later also published in

chart or peak position) later printed in NME at the

), 12.03.196016.12.1967, and the

time. Each page contains some very concise com-

Top 50/75 Singles chart from

mentaries at the bottom, trying to set the raw data

and

into some context. The sparesly illustrated tomes

, until the end of 1989. The

charts are dated to the Saturday after publication

include title indexes, and the album book has also

throughout.

an artists index.

On the book's cover, it is claimed to include The

The rst editions of 1992/93 were followed by sec-

Ocial UK EP Charts in full, yet the work does

ond editions in 1995 in smaller format (21 vs. 25cm)

not make use of the

though the actual content isapart from the added

(published from November 1959 to May 1963), not

1994 chartsidentical. Some of the minor features

even for the period prior to the launch of the

Record Retailer

of the original singles book were axed for the new
edition: a Top 100 list of best-sellers, 19521992;

Melody Maker

EPs charts

chart in March 1960. One can

argue what establishes an ocial chart, but to

8
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Melody Maker

British Hit EPs'

chart in a sole sen-

tence is certainly careless, if not a disservice to

is a valuable addition to anyone's

April 2002

collection of chart books.

chart history and the dedicated chart-watcher.
The book is divided into four starkly dierent sec-

Complete Book Of The British Charts (Tony
Brown)

tions: The rst section contains the Guinness-style
listing of all EPs to chart, in alphabetical order
by act. An entry lists date of entry, title, label,
catalogue number (stereo or mono), peak position,

Complete bibliographic record on page 26.

number of weeks incl. weeks on peak position. Data
derived from the general singles chart is clearly dis-

With the

tinguished. Within an artist's entry all tracks are

Guinness series of chart books continuing
GRR

in turmoil after the departure of the original

listed in alphabetical order and cross-referenced to

team, Tony Brown has set up a rival project to cap-

individual EPs. There is hardly any information on

ture the now almost 50 years of British chart his-

the acts (or personnel) themselves, not even their

tory. Brown had been the key researcher for the no-

country of origin or at least a summary of total

tional authors Gambaccini/Rice/Rice and worked

weeks or hits. This section is illustrared through-

Miller Freeman

at publishers

out with numerous sleeve pictures.

(together with Kut-

ner), most notably as editor of newsletter

sic

The second section is a general facts and feats col-

.

Hit Mu-

lection with the usual lists of most weeks and most
hits (by act and EP), most Number Ones, highest
new entries, etc. A complete list of all Number One
EPs in chronological order concludes the section.
With section three we come to the centrepiece
for chart-watchers: a complete tabulation of all
the

Record Retailer

16.12.1967)

in

the

EP charts (12.03.1960

well-known

style of Tony Jasper's

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/compl_3_25pr.jpg

month-to-month

`Top Twenty'

books. The

missing of charts around Easter 1960 (30.04. and
14.05.) is mentioned and White's estimated position are clearly marked. Where the rst section's
illustrations centered on `70s and `80s hits, here the
EP sleeves are pictured as they charted month-bymonth.

`CBBC'

The last section contains an index by catalogue

Essentially

number; however there are no indexes for EP ti-

sources as the

tles or tracks. Apart from ignoring the

dating it, doesn't add to the scope in any way. Even

Maker

charts,

one

other

negative

Melody

aspects

of

the

takes

the

same

chart

Guinness tomes and, apart from up-

in the eld of EP charts (which were published in

`Guinness Book Of Hits Of The 60s' )

White's work is the use of extremely divergent lay-

the

outs for the sections. The alphabetical section has a

to add the vital

rather stued layout paired with an irritating num-

March 1960. So the only signicant improvement is

ber of typefaces and indices, which makes looking

the accumulation of all the data in one single tome

for key data at-a-glance more dicult than need

and one artist sequence. Still singles, albums, and

be. For instance re-entries are badly marked and

EPs are listed seperately within an act's chronol-

can't be distinguished from new hits instantly. On

ogy. At least Brown keeps to dating charts to the

the other hand, White includes superuous infor-

Saturday after publicationalways an irritation in

`GBBHS'.

mation like number of weeks at peak postions or
a bullet for a Top 5 hit. Information missed is the

Melody Maker

it fails

charts prior to

One grave error is the omission of cata-

logue numbers, making the identication of many

origin of tracks (e.g. whether they are original or

records unnecessarily dicult. For that fact alone

de-coupled from an LP) and particularly their run-

the

ning order. In order to nd out what the hit/lead

on British chart history.

tracks were one has to consult other sources.
Despite these serious deciencies,

Guinness books remain an authoritative source

The poorly arranged layout makes it even more dif-

`35 Years Of

cult to access the basic facts at a glance:
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 titles are all in upper case,

be the Top 20 sheet music chart as complied by

 no symbols for Number One or Top Ten status,

the

 additional remarks interspersed within the main

selectedby criteria not revealedone (and some-

text rather than as footnotes,

times more than one) single for each song featured

 no act descriptions (except a country designa-

on the chart. He therefore attempts to produce

tion),

charts for record sales based on sales of sheet mu-

 no indication of stay-over status.
The book is, even in relation to the

Music Publishers' Association (MPA). Ehnert has

sic. Although there is clearly a correlation between

Guinness tomes,

the popularity of sheet music and corresponding

very sparsely illustrated with only a handful of pho-

records, this process is not made transparent; nor

tographs.

are any of these circumstances mentioned at all.

There is no feats and facts or trivia section nor

For the early 1950s there's another anomaly with

is there any attempt to bring the indiviual chart

Ehnert's use of charts: The

records into prespective (via lists of annual best

a Top 20 even for the period when the

sellers,

was only Top 12; and a Top 25 (October 1954 to De-

BPI awards, &c.). There are complete lists

`Hit Records' books use

NME
NME

chart

of Number Ones (singles, albums, and EPs; not

cember 1955) when there was a Top 20 in

for compilations) and are (again seperate) title in-

From January 1956 Ehnert expands to a Top 30,

dexes.

even though the

December 1999

NME

.

began its Top 30 only by

April. From then on both charts are in line and
lengthen to a Top 50 in April 1983. From the start
of 1988 Ehnert switches to the Top 75 from

Week

Hit Records (Günter Ehnert)

The

`Hit Records'

logical order. The individual entries contain the

Tau-

rus Press. These cover the British (`Hit Records' ),
German (`Hit

Bilanz' )

books are easy to use reference

are listed alphabetically with their hits in chrono-

books are part of a whole series

of chart books published by Günter Ehnert's

`Hit Records'

Music

tools listing basic facts in a simple layout. The acts

Complete bibliographic records on pages 24, 26, 25,
23, and 26.
The

.

entry date, peak position, title, weeks on chart,
weeks in the Top 10, and label. There are no catalogue numbers or further information nor any pic-

and American charts (`Hit

tures. Only the 19501965 tome contains concise

Guide' ). Each series has three types of volumes: sin-

biographical notes for most artists. The basic list-

gles chart summaries, singles Top 10s, and album

ings are supplemented by a title index, chronologi-

chart summaries.

cal lists of the number ones and Top 30 listings of
each year's biggest hits.

The British singles chart is summarized in four
volumes: 19501965, 19661984, 19851992, 1991
1997. Additionally there are updates for the years
since 1990 containing the chart data from Britain,
Germany, and the US in one volume.

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/hitrec_10_25pr.jpg
c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/hitrec_9

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/hitrec_s50_25pr.jpg
c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/hitrec_a62_25pr.jpg
The

19621986

LP

volume

are

similarly

con-

structed. The chart covered here is also from the

NME
The charts used are basically the

Express

: a Top 10 from January 1962, increasing to

15 places in in December 1966, to 20 places in June

New Musical

1969, a Top 30 in November 1970 and nally a Top

charts from the start in November 1952,

50 in April 1983. From the start of 1988 Ehnert

Music Week

but for the period 1.01.195015.11.1952 Ehnert uses

switches to the Top 100 from

the `Britain's Top Tunes' chart. This turns out to

January 1989 he uses the Top 75 Artist Albums.

10
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This book is updated for the years after 1986 in volumes covering also the German and the US chart.
As with the singles volumes there's a title index,
lists of the number ones and annual Top 30s.
The

`Hit Records Top 10'

books contain weekly

singles charts for 19501969 and 19701990, using
the same charts as the summary tomes:
November 1952 and then

NME

MPA until

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/indiehits_25pr.jpg

. The listings in-

clude only position, title, act, and label. There are
arrows indicating new entries and drop-outs; but
there is no `last week's' position. The basic listing
of Top Tens is supplemented by an artist and a title
index.
In light of the problematic and intransparent use
of the early charts, Günter Ehnert's books cannot
be regarded as reliable reference toolsat least for
most of the 1950s. Since Ehnert does not address
any of these problems or explains his processes in
converting sheet music charts, a healthy dose of
caution must be maintained when using the data
published in the

`Hit Records'

July 2004

series.

Record Business
Music
Music Week
No. 1 Melody

Initially only printed in

Sounds
Week
Maker

and

the chart was later taken on by

. After

produced its own in-

die chart from 1985 onwards,
became home of

and

MRIB's chart for the re-

mainder of the decade. The book's coverage ends
with 30.12.1989 although the chart was published
well into the early Nineties.
The actual chart data is presented in a similar way
to the

Guinness

books: An artist section lists de-

tails on acts (including biographical notes even for
the most obscure outings), title, label, catalogue
number, peak position, number of weeks and entrydate for each single, EP or album to chart between
19.01.1980 and 30.12.1989. Further sections contain the usual plethora of feat lists (acts with most
hits or labels with most weeks, &c.), the complete
chronlogical table of number ones as well as (separate) indexes of album and singles titles. Not included are year-end lists or other summaries to take
the individual chart records into perspective. The
tome is sparsely illustrated with artist photos and

Indie Hits 19801989 (Barry Lazell)

advert reproductions.
Lazell, author and co-author of numerous music

Complete bibliographic record on page 27.

books (including the two NME chart books, the

1970's it's surprising to nd that apparently no-

`Top Ten Of Music' and the `Chart File' / `Star
File' series) died suddenly of a heart-attack on

body thought about a dedicated, seperate chart

5.01.1998, aged 50, less than three months after the

until January 1980. Lazell credits Iain McNay (co-

publication of

Looking back at the vibrant indie scene of the late

owner of
(indie

Cherry Red Records) and John Hayward

editor

at

Record Business
Record Business
)

with

October 1998

rst

mooting such a chart, but it was Lazell himself
(then in-house researcher at

`Indie Hits'.

First Hits (Brian Henson & Colin Morgan)

)

who actually compiled the charts for the rst few

Complete bibliographic record on page 28.

months. That task was then handed over to Alan
Jones and later transferred to Barry Lazell and

The sheet music charts form a quite distinct chapter

Luke Crampton's newly created

of British chart history. Although there were sev-

Information Bureau (MRIB).

Music Research &

eral attempts to monitor sales of sheet music during
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the 1930s and early 1940s, only by 1946 a regular

The main section of the book consists of a chrono-

and reliable sheet music chart was established.

logical listing of all chart entries, 19461959. Each
year is introduced by a short summary including
the Top 6 hit songs. The individual entries contain
information such as song title, composer/writer,
publisher, date of entry, peak position and weeks on
chart, as well as a comprehensive listing of recording available at the time (act, label, catno., release
date). This part is supplemented by a very detailed
and comprehensive introduction, a facts & feats

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/firsthits_25pr.jpg
section, including

lists of all Number Ones, longest

chart runs and artist and title indexes. The book
is illustrated with a selection of sheet music covers
and contains an introduction by Teddy Johnson,
for many years host of the

Radio Luxembourg Top

20 show.
This work is an invaluable source for fans of 1950s
music, especially as sheet music remained to preThe

dominant way to purchase music well into that

Wholesale Music Distributors Association pub-

decade and despite the widespread acceptance of

lished an alphabetical list of bestsellers (containing between 15 and 17 songs) each week starting

record sales charts as the only guide to this era.

July 2002

on 27.07.1946. From 29.05.1947 a Top 10 list was
created, now ranked according to actual sales performance. Two years later (28.05.1949) the compi-

Popular Music Committee of the Music Publishers' Association (MPA)
lation was taken over by the

and the chart published was lengthened to a Top
20. Internally longer lists with 24 songs were com-

Guinness Books Of Hits (The 60s/70s/80s)

piled but never published at the time. The authors

Complete bibliographic record on pages 25, 27, 27.

have now tracked down this additional data. This

A series of books (spin-os from the regular

key promotional tool was licensed for a nominal
fee to

Melody Maker New Musical Express
,

ness Book Of Hit Singles' )

`Guin-

originally devised to

Radio Luxembourg. From 16.08.1958 the chart
expanded to a Top 30. The MPA continued to chart
sheet music sales well into the 1980s, but Radio Luxembourg ended using the MPA chart for its popular

cover each decade of British chart history. But only

Top 20 chart show on 26.12.1959, and Henson and

history.

and

three volumes were ever published, covering the
Sixties (1984), the Seventies (1980) and the Eighties (1990). The scope and content of each volume is
broadly similar but also reect the changes in chart

Morgan's book ends at that point. Already in the
mid 1950s, sales of records surpassed those of sheet
music and quickly became the predominant form to
buy music. Sheet music sales rapidly declined from
then on and became a small niche-market, today
dominated by popular album compilations and the
traditional classical scores.

WMDA charts were published on
MPA lists on Saturdays, to be
broadcast by Radio Luxembourg on Sunday evenings
The

original

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/gb60s_25pr.jpg

Thursdays, the

and then to appear in the following week's editions
of the music press. From March 1958 compilation
was brought forward to reach the current editions
of

Melody Maker

and

New Musical Express

.

Henson and Morgan use the Saturday as chart date
throughout.
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The 1960s:

75 (6.05.197829.12.1979). Again it features the

This volume covers the charts of the 1960s, the

various facts & feats listings, year-by-year sum-

most inuential era of pop music, including sin-

maries and a title index. The volume is illustrated

gles, albums and EP charts. Whereas the former

throughout and also print two topical charts: the

two charts are already covered by other

rst Top 50 of the decade (3.01.1970) as well as the

Guinness

books, the EP chart appears here for the rst time.

Top 100 Singles of the decade (prepared by

The actual coverage is as follows:

and

•

Music Week

for

BBC Radio 1).

BMRB

New Musical Express
Record Retailer

Singles:

Top 30

(1.01.196026.02.1960),

Top 50 (10.03.196027.12.1969)

•

Albums:

Melody Maker
Record Retailer
Top

10

(2.01.196019.03.1960),

Top 20/40 (26.03.196027.12.1969) (various
lengths)

•

Record Retailer

EPs:

Top

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/gb80s_25pr.jpg

10/20

(10.03.193030.11.1967) (various lengths)

The chart dates used are heterogenic as data is

taken from previously published books (GBBHS,

GBBHA).

Whereras album charts are dated to the

Saturday throughout, Singles and EP charts bear
the date of publication, ranging from Wednesday
(5.07.196730.07.1969), to Thursday (10.03.1960
29.06.1967), to Friday (1.01.196026.02.1960) and
nally getting in line with Saturday dates from

The 1980s:
The last volume to be published features a larger

9.08.1969.

format and a newly-designed layout. The main al-

The three seperate listings for singles, EPs and al-

Guinness

phabetical listing (singles and album chart hits

bums feature the same information as all

listed seperately but within on artist sequence, in-

books: act, title, date of entry, peak position, weeks

cluding more detailed act descriptions) is supple-

on chart, label, catno. They are supplemented by

mented by annual summaries and a mass of top-

the usual range of facts & feats lists, a title index,

ical facts & feats lists, plus the usual title index.

and short summaries for each year of the decade.

Additionally there are several charts from the era
included: Top 75 Singles and Albums (5.01.1980
and 30.12.1989) plus the Compilation Top 20 of
30.12.1989. Several Top 20 lists show the most successful chart performers of each of the previous four
decades, together with a Top 100 of the best-selling
singles of the 1980s.

July 2002

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/gb70s_25pr.jpg

The Book Of Golden Discs (J. Murrells)
Complete bibliographic record on pages 29, 29, 29.
Murrells' book, which has seen several editions during the 1970s, has set itself a very ambitious target:
The 1970s:
This volume, the rst in the series published, covers

Music Week
Music Week

only the singles charts of the decade:
Top 50 (3.01.197030.04.1978),

Top

13

to set out in chronological order the details and
story of every phonograph discs which has been
certied or reliably reported to have sold a million
or more units globally. (preface, p.4).
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Since the rst serious and reliable schemes to cer-

listings for France, Germany, Netherlands,

tify record sales started in the USA and Britain

Italy and Japan)

only at the end of the 1950s, it proves to be a dicult task to search for million sellers before that and

•

artists with most weeks at no.1: British singles (19521975), US singles (19401975) incl.

especially for countries other than those two terri-

C&W

tories. It is known that even the large major record

(19041975)

and

R&B

(19501975)

charts.

companies had little control after licensing material for overseas release, let alone keeping detailed

•

records on actual production or sales gures. For
his research Murrells relies to a large extent on contemporary press reports and company archives, and

summary statistics of the million-sellers by
year, artists, label and songwriter

•

estimated collective disc sales incl. biggest
selling albums, half-million sellers and gold

went even as far as looking for individual artists'

discs.

personal records (such as royalty accounts).

The book is rounded up by a title index and and

July 2002

artist index.

Hits Of The 60's  The Million Sellers (D.
Coryton and J. Murrells)
Complete bibliographic record on page 29.
c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/murrells_goldendiscs_25pr.jpg
After the last edition of Joseph Murrells'

Golden Discs'

`Book Of

was released in 1984, Demitri Cory-

ton took on the task to continue the project. Coryton, researcher at

EMI Archives in Hayes, restricted

the new book to the key era of pop music, the
Sixties. He not only updated Murrells' books but
added new aspects as well. Several chapters introduce the reader to details of the music industry often necessary to interpret the facts: the general situation of the 60s is supplement by such aspects as
the music press, the various (sales) awards schemes

Nevertheless the author has amalgamated an enor-

and UK and US charts of the era, together with

mous wealth of material: Beyound establishing the
status as a million-seller, he also researched, mostly

portraits of the major labels.

in a rather concise way, histories of the recordings and the artists, often ending up as small biographies. This forms the main body of the book.
For each year (19031975) all million-sellers are
listed, alphabetically, with details like act name,
title, record company and label (for various countries), composer and writer. The section is illustrated throughout. This is followed by a section of
varied supplements:

•

updated lists of million-sellers (19761977)

•

longest stays for British singles (19521976),

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/coryton_hits_25pr.jpg

EPs (19601967), albums (19581976); US

Billboard

singles (19401976) and albums

(19471976).

•

most weeks at no.1 (coverage as above, plus
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The main section is of course the chronological list

Book Of British Hit Singles'

of million-sellers. Each year is introduced by general

ume consists, besides the usual introduction by the

notes on the music business, musical trends, broad-

editor, of several essays covering a wide range of

casting, lms nad sport, etc. This is followed by the

music- and chart-related topics and a section deal-

alphabetical list of records, containing details like

ing with chart data itself. These are mainly alpha-

act, county, title, label and catno., as well as biogra-

betical tabulations of the hits but also go beyond

phies of the acts and histories of the songs them-

the basic chart facts at times.

appeared. Each vol-

selves, toghether with international chart placings.
The section is well illustrated throughout.
Equally valuable as the main list of million-sellers
are the appendices, amassing a wealth of information, sometimes not available elsewhere:

New Musical Express, Record Retailer, Record
Mirror, Disc Melody Maker
•
Billboard, Cashbox, Variety
Record
Vendor/Record World
•

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/rf1_25pr.jpg
c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/rf2_25pr.

British no.1 singles according to
and

American no.1 singles according to
and

•

Silver discs issued in Britain and the USA
(incl. gold albums)

•
•

`Rock File 1'

(1972) centers on an analysis of the

British Top 20 singles chart researched by Annie
and Pete Fowler for the years 19551969. The team

NME

uses the

nual polls (

(19581969) charts and presents an alphabetical

NME, MM, RM, Disc
RR, NME,
)

artist listing with act, title, label, date of entry,

Top chart singles and albums:

CB

, Whitburn,

`Guinness Top 1000';

19551958) and

Record Mirror

Award winners in the British music press' an-

peak and weeks on chart. This `Log Of British Hits'

(often

is supplemented by two lists ranking acts by Num-

relying on annual summaries by IPS)

ber Ones and by number of hits and the complete
chronological listing of all Number Ones (1955

The artist and title indexes round up this welcome

1969). Five essays look at the music scene at the

sourcebook.

start of the 1970s:

This is not just an update of the Murrells tomes,

•

Coryton took several years of extensive research to

ence of skinheads and mods;

check the data and where necessary to correct it.
His position at

EMI Archives makes this work au-

•

thoritative for that company and its labels' sales

Johnny Copasetic (`Johnny Cool & The Isle
Of Sirens') maps out the history and devel-

successes. Sadly Coryton has not continued his

opment of Reggae;

July 2002

work for other decades.

Pete Fowler (`Skins Rule') observes the inu-

•

Dave Laing (`Roll Over Lonnie') argues for
the development of genuine British music not
rooted in `folk';

Rock File (C. Gillett)

•

tralisation in British music and the industry;

Rock le / ed. by Charlie Gillett.  London : Pictorial

•

Pres. / New English Library ; St. Alban's : Panther.
Annual, irregular. 1. 1972  5. 1978.

♦

`Rock File'

series editor Charlie Gillett (`So You Wanna
Be A Rock'n'Roll Writer') gives a guide to

14 : 43

music journalism, magazines and fanzines.

Complete bibliographic records on page 27.
The ve books in the

Simon Frith (`Holy Ground') writes on decen-

series, published

`Rock File 2',

published in 1974, provides an up-

between 1972 and 1978, were the rst to analyse

dated list of the UK singles chart log for 1970

the British charts in a serious fashion, starting some

1973, including Number Ones. Added is a simi-

ve years before the rst edition of the

lar listing for the British album chart, analysing

`Guinness
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Record Retailer/Music Week

the

Top 20

companies' strategies on DJs, clubs and ra-

(10.03.196015.12.1973). It includes all Top 20 en-

dio, and continues his analysis in

tries but notes weeks on chart data only for Top

2'

10 hit albums. This `Log Of British LP Chart Top-

rates.

`Rock File

about release statistics and labels' strike

pers' is supplemented by two lists ranking acts by

•

Number Ones and by Top 20 hits and the complete

Bob Edmonds (`Have Pity For The Rich')

chronological listing of all Number Ones (1960

laments to (negative) eects on creativity

1973). The essays include:

that money has.

•

•

Tom Weiner (`Doom Patrol') reviewing Black

nd a British country music scene.

Sabbath;

•

`Rock File 4'

Stephen Barnard (`In A Week, May Two,
We'll Make You A Star') looks at teen star

Simon Frith (`A Year Of Singles In Britain')
try and the singles market, looking at labels'

(`The

Philly

work by not only adding recent chart years to bring
its coverage up-to-date (19551974), but also by

gent also presents lists for the most successful acts.
Groove')

The essays focus very much on the workings of the

ob-

record industry and the charts:

serves the success of Philadalphia Soul;

•

can/British Top Twenty Hits' updates the Fowlers'

hits. Besides listing US and UK Number Ones, Nu-

release statistics for the year;
Wingeld

in

widening the scope to include US Top 20 chart

policies on artists and genres, and examines

Pete

`Rock File 1'

that respect. Steve Nugent's `The Log Of Ameri-

researches current trends in the music indus-

•

features a completely revised and

updated Chart Log, replacing

hype and the cult about David Cassidy;

•

John Ford (`Country And Britsh') tries to

Carl Gayle (`Are You Ready For Rude And
Rough Reggae') looks at the further develop-

•

Simon

Frith

(`The

A&R

Men')

describes

the general musical trends and centers on

ment of Reggae.

the A&R process: talent spotters, producers,
management, accounting. He portraits four

Pye, CBS, EMI, Magnet)

record companies (

and updates his earlier work on labels' release
statistics and strike rates.

• Paul Gambaccini (`American Radio Today')
c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/rf3_25pr.jpg
c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/rf4_25pr.jpg
looks at the particulars of US radio: the local
markets, formatting and plugging.

•

In `How The Charts Are Compiled', Alisa
Walker of

BMRB gives a rare insight in the ac-

tual technical process of chart compilation in
the mid-Seventies: the panel, the diary, costs
1975's

`Rock File 3'

centers on the continued analy-

sis of the British Top 20 singles chart, this time pri-

and accuracy. Elliot Tiegel of
does the same for the US.

Billboard

marily from the perspective of credited songwriters
and composers, but also listing US chart positions:
`British Top Twenty Hits 195573: The Songs And
Their Sources' by Steve Nugent lists all chart entry
with title, composer/writer, publisher, performing
artist, year, peak (UK Top 20,

Billboard

Hot 100

plus C&W and R&B charts) and gives statistics on
the most successful writers. This is supplemented
by only three essays:

•

Simon Frith (`Playing Records') takes a look
at

the

world

of

music

promotion,

record
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`Rock File 5',

the last volume in the series, again

re-entries are added at the bottom of each month's

broadens the scope of its chart analysis: Pete and

listing. For most years positions outside the Top

Annie Fowler's `Log Of Top 30 Entries' takes on

20 are also listed, but only for the month a record

the British singles charts (19671977) and includes

eventually made the Top 20.

names of producers in addition to the usual data.
The list of Number Ones is supplemented by the
most successful acts and producers. Steve Nugent's

Every year is rounded up by the annual best-sellers
lists, ranging between a Top 10 singles list to Top
50s for singles and albums with some years having

`Log Of Top 10 Entries' does the same for the

additonal data like top acts. The chart data is sup-

British album charts. The focus on producers is
supported by Charlie Gillett's essay `In Praise Of
The Professionals', which includes a Top 20 of

plemented by a complete list of Number Ones and a
title index. There are no illustrations.

August 2002

producers (19671977), while Simon Frith takes a
broader sociological view at youth, the market and
class in `Youth Culture / Youth Cults: A Decade
Of Rock Consumption'.
The

`Rock File'

series provides some valuable in-

sights into the music industry and music's general
development in the Seventies, before the arrival of
Punk. Although some of the essays are dated, many
do stand up to time; as does much of the detailed
chart analyses (eg. writers and producers) which

`Rock File' ceased
August 2002

hasn't found successors after
publication.

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/chartbe
c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/jasper_top20_6_25pr.jpg

The Top Twenty Book (Tony Jasper)
Complete bibliographic record on pages 24, 24, 23.
For many years, Tony Jasper's

Chart Beats (D. McAleer)

`Top Twenty Book'

was the only book to publish actual charts and not
just summarizing data like the

Guinness tomes. The

Complete bibliographic record on page 32.

rst edition of 1983, successor to three early editions published between 19751979, was followed
by ve further volumes until 1994, each updated to
include the most recent charts. During all these editions and updates Jasper kept true to his original

from

one

consistent

source,

Record Mirror
Record MirRecord Re-

itself took their charts from
and

Music Week

ical listing of acts and their chart records supplemented by the usual lists of Number Ones and other

can chart history, ranging from the noteworthy factradition,

(20.01.195525.11.1993), although

ror
tailer

is certainly not your

the facts and feats, the trivia of British and Ameri-

UK chartwatchers.

Guinness'

`Chart Beats'

regular chart book: an alphabetical or chronolog-

chart facts. Instead McAleer concentrates here on

basic format and became a valuable sourcebook for

The charts are taken, unlike

Dave McAleer's

at a later stage. This

toid to the most trivial aspects one could nd a
connection to charts.
The information is assembled in 18 varied chapters, some common to many chart books, but most
are looking at a broad spectrum of trivia that may

opens some signicant dierences for the early years

be interesting to the general music fan. Just to

only.

highlight a few of these: one chapter focuses on

Each year is introduced by a short chapter summa-

the history of recorded music and the charts, the

rizing musical and chart developments, followed by

next on `chart rsts' (ie. the rst medley to chart,

the Top 20 charts in a month-by-month chronologi-

or the rst mixed duo). Further chapters include

cal order. Only the rst chart of each month is listed

detailed lists such as Grammy Awards, Hall Of

in the actual order, with further weeks' chart posi-

Fame inceptions, Brit Awards, Eurovision entries,

tions set in columns to the right. New-entries and

million-sellers that never charted, the regular UK
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Billboard Singles and Albums), plus chart

and US chart feats, cross-atlantic chart successes,

the US (

&c. McAleer is also looking beyound the charts

toppers from variant other charts.

themselves, listing songs that mention death, chart
acts that died young, or even general events that

new releases and chart news, whereas `Hello' and

coincide with artists' birth dates. One-Hit-Wonders
are covered, as are cover versions, producers and labels. Triviality at its best are the lists of footballor war-related hits, quirky pseudonyms, or use of
the word `little' . . .

`Goodbye' pick on new acts' debuts or their last
chart appearance. Another section lists birthdays
and `Month's Music News' looks at general developments in the music scene, the business, awards,
events, persona, lms, &c.

In toto an interesting read presenting information
not found elsewhere, but at times also gathering

The

monthly

chapters

are

rounded

up

by

a

well-written introduction to the 1980s by Chris

material one wouldn't have thought about in the
rst place. It is often lacking the serious treatment chartwatchers would expect as it is clearly
directed towards the general or casual music consumer. The 22cm hardback is illustrated through-

August 2002

out.

The section `Chart Chat' comments on the month's

Charlesworth. There are lists of the top singles and
albums acts of the decade but no annual summaries
that could bring the month-by-month data into perspective.
The book is an attempt to bring basic chart facts
over a longer period into the bigger scope of developmemnts in the music scene at the time. Most
other chart books fail in that respect completely
but McAleer at least tried. The project hasn't been

Omnibus Chart Book Of The 80's (D.
McAleer)

set forth for other decades but found somewhat of a
successor in the various
in the 90s.

`Warner Guides' published
September 2002

Complete bibliographic record on page 31.
The

`Omnibus Chart Book Of The 80's'

is a pretty

typical product of the era with its brash, at times
crude, layout. Its main aim is to assemble all the

30 Years Of Number Ones (Swern/Greeneld)

chart facts and music news for a month on one single page.

Complete bibliographic record on page 29.
This is the companion book to the Radio 1 series. Rather than looking at each Number One hit

`Guinness Book Of Number
Ones' ), Swern & Greeneld are focusing on the big-

individually (like the

ger picture of the years' top spotters in conjunction
with contemporaneous developments in the charts
and the music scene.

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/omnibus80s_25pr.jpg

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/30yerasno1s_25pr.jpg
For each month between January 1980 and May
1989 the information printed includes the Top 5
Singles and Album chart (calculation based on an
IPS system), Number Ones from Britain (Indie Singles and Albums, Dance Singles and Albums) and
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Each year (19601989) is dealt with on four pages:
two for the British side of the aair, and two covering the US. The features include the chronological list of Number Ones, short comments on the
artists and the songs, trivia, typical quotes from
top performers, and some general historical facts.
The three decades are introduced by well known ra-

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/gb_top1000s_25pr.jp

dio presenters from those eras: Alan Freeman, Mike
Read and Bruno Brookes.
The well-illustrated volume is concluded by an
artist index, but there is no facts & feats section
(like top-sellers for a year or a decade) or other

September 2002

summarising features.

The charts used are the same as in all
chart books:

Retailer

NME

upto March 1960, then

Guinness

Record

. Yet the authors chose to start their work

not in 1952 or at any other signicant point in chart
history, but in November 1955the week `Rock
Around The Clock' topped the British charts. Coverage ends 16.05.1993 for the second edition.
The book is structured into three sections:

•

The UK Top 1000 Singles
cini/Rice/Rice/Roberts)

The Top 1000, ranked by peak position and
weeks held. Data listed includes position, ti-

(Gambac-

tle, act, year, weeks at no.1, &c.

•

Year-by-year Top 40 charts 19561992 (top 5

Complete bibliographic record on page 28.

only for 1955), listing title and act. These an-

Emulating a concept initially used by Joel Whit-

the Top 1000.

burn's

`USA Top 1000 Singles',

nual lists also include hits that haven't made

this book is listing

•

chart records in a very unusual style. The original

An artist, index listing alphabetically all acts

idea seems to have been to list the most success-

with position on the Top 1000, title, label,

ful hits for a certain period, but due to the lack of

and catno.

any reliant sales data this is of course an impossible task. Instead of creating a sales-related points

The work is well illustrated but has no facts and

system (IPS or the

feats section.

Chartwatch

scheme are exist-

October 2002

ing examples), the criteria used here is the length
of stay at no.1 and any subsequent positions held.
This not only ignores the natural sales-patterns of
record charts but also the wide-ranging variations
in sales, be it seasonal or from year-to-year. The
scheme is explained thus:

The Chart Book [1991, 1992]
Complete bibliographic record on page 23.

In this book we rate the hits according to weeks

Only two volumes of this series were published

spent at number one. When a tie occurs we com-

by

pare weeks at number two. If there is still a tie

E.R.A. [Entertainment Research & Analysis], the

research division of then

Music Week

publisher

Spotlight Publications. Covering the years 1991 and
1992, these two tomes present the actual CIN Top

we refer to weeks at three and so forth down the
chart until all ties are broken. After we have ordered all the number ones we go on to the singles
that peaked at two. (p7-8)

75 charts and much more.
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The well-printed A4-size tomes are very sparsely

October 2002

illustrated.

The Guinness Book Of Number Ones (Gambaccini/Rice/Rice)

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/chartbook.jpg

Complete bibliographic record on page 28.
The

`Guinness Book Of Number Ones'

focuses not

so much on the historical circumstances of chart
toppers, but the stories behind the individual hits,
their composers and performers.

After an introduction detailing the history of the
charts and how the compilation process works,
the chart year is proled focusing in the industry
(rather than the consumer) side.

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/bgno1_25pr.jpg

The main section of the books then present the
Top 75 Singles charts for the periods 5.01.1991
28.12.1991 and 4.01.19929.01.1993, respectively.
This is followed by the Top 75 Artist Albums
for the same periods. The actual data printed is:
this week's position, last week's position, weeks on
chart, title, artist, and label. This primary chart
listing is then supplemented with

Guinness-style

summaries by artist and title (seperately for singles and artist albums). The artist index lists act,

All number one singles are listed in chronological
order, by date of reaching the top sport for the rst

and date of chart entry.

Guinness books: NME upto March 1960, then Record

The next section then lists Top 100s for the year:

the record itself (writer, composer, artist, producer,

title, entry date, label, catno., peak, and weeks; the
title index includes title, act, peak, running time,

time. The charts used are the same as in other

Retailer

. Each entry includes the basic facts of

singles, artist albums, singles artists, album artists,

label, catno., and weeks at number one) together

followed by short proles of the Top 100 singles

with details of the hit's chart history, and the chart

artists and a list of the number ones and number

feats accomplished (e.g. being the rst no.1 by a

twos of the year. The last section is dealing with

female solo singer). The story behind the song and

chart and market statistics: the shops, the formats,

its composer and writer is rounded up by details on

units sold, trade delivery gures.

the performing artists, often concise biographies.

The 1992 volume includes again the Singles and

The main section is supplemented by an artist

Artist Albums charts, the four indexes plus the Top

index (listing act, description, date, title, label,

100s for singles, artist albums, singles artists, album

catno., weeks) as well as a title index. The well

artists, and adds the Top 20 compilations as well as

illustated book concludes with a statistical section

data for labels and companies. The number one sin-

with lists such as hits by producer, by writer or by

gles and artists albums are detailed with technical

label, acts with most number ones, most weeks at

information (like complete catnos., writers, produc-

the top spot, ar one hit wonders. This statistics sec-

ers, tracks). However none of the further features

tion was abandoned by the third edition published

from the rst volume is repeated or updated.

in 1994.
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Obituary: Hit Music (19912001)

5, 1992, contains these charts for 12.09.1992: Sin-

by Dipl.-Bibl.(FH) Tobias Zywietz
The newsletter

Hit Music

gles Top 75+25, Artist Albums Top 100, Rock and

years and had been a reliable supplier of the
and

Dance Top 20s, US Top 10s; plus details on Top 75

existed for almost nine

Gallup

new entries, chart statistics, Top 30s (S, A, artists)

CIN charts. With the edition of May 5, 2001,

Hit Music

for the year-so-far, listings of

BPI Awards, and num-

ber ones. From issue no.2 (dated September 19,

ceased to exist.

1992 with charts for 26.09.1992 and adding the Top

Hit Music

Let's recall the chart situation at the start of the

50 Compilations)

Nineties: Until 17.11.1990 parent publication

from no.3 (3.10.1992) cover date and chart date are

sic Week

Mu-

is published weekly;

printed these charts: The Singles Top

aligned. Edition no.23 (6.03.1993) sees a new de-

Artist Albums Top 75, and

sign, and from issue no.29 (17.04.1993) a Guinness-

Compilations Top 20; plus an array of format and

style list of Top 40 Singles appears in every edi-

genre charts. From 24.11.1990, when

tion. From 5.06.1993 (no.36)

75 plus

The Next 25,

Music Week

Hit Music

prints the

E.R.A. Top 100 Airplay charts, and from 8.01.1994
(no.66) the Top 40 Network Chart (now called The
Pepsi Chart).

The Next 25, the only place printing more
than that was
: it continued The
Next 25 chart until its own demise with the edition

scrapped

Record Mirror

for 6.04.1991.
I carefully do not refer to the singles charts as
Top 100 since

Week

The Next 25

was a section in

Music

, although listing positions 76100, applying

specic additional rules:
Records which would have appeared between po-

c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/hm_1_20pr.jpg
c:/texprojects/bdc/graphics/hm_23_20

sitions 76100 have been excluded if their sales
have fallen in two consecutive weeks, and if their
sales fell by 20 per cent compared with last week.

Breakers charts of the SevenThe Next 25 was naturally dominated by brand

The successor to the
ties,

new entries and old chart hits that gained in sales
after having fallen foul of the rule in previous weeks,
The changeover in chart-collection from

plus some minor hits hovering around. That lead

Gallup to

to the `blip-end' (like . . . 22-40-61-xx-90.) in many

Millward Brown

chart runs during the Eighties.

unaected, but November 1994 brings wideranging

Record Mirror

real Top 75
weeks on chart data

on 1.02.1994 left the newsletters

Charts Plus
Hit Music

made a clear distinction between the

changes as

and pos.76-100 in not printing

no.111 (19.11.1994)

for

The Next 25.

ceases publication: From
prints the (uncom-

pressed) Top 200 Singles, Top 150 Artists Albums

Record Mirror
Link
House Magazines
Spotlight Publications
Music Week
Charts Plus
Within a month of

's demise,

(later renamed

, the publishing company of

started a specialist newsletter called

)
.

The rst number, edited by Graham Walker and

and Top 50 Compilations and broadens its statistics. The `Single File' section lists all the years' Top
75 Singles and Albums from 2.11.1996 (no.211) and
two weeks later the Artist Albums chart extends to
a Top 200.

Tony Brown, appeared sometime in May 1991.

Charts Plus

featured Singles pos.76200, Albums

pos.76150, [likely also Top 50 Compilations], several genre and format chart, details on every Top
75 new entry, radio playlists (later the

E.R.A. Top

100 Airplay charts) and statistics on formats. It did
cost ¿495 p.a.

Spotlight Publications
Miller Freeman) starts a second

Then in September 1992,
(later renamed

charts newsletter, now aimed at a much broader
market:

Hit Music

costs only ¿110 p.a. The rst

edition, although dated week ending September
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remained broadly the same until 1998:

After eight years and eight months serving the

Hit Music

issues nos.293 & 294 (13/20.06.1998) bring a radical

chartwatching community,

new design, improved stapeling, and minor changes

issue (no.439) published for 5.05.2001. As part of

like more details on

a general restructuring (ie. downsizing) exercise at

BPI awards, a list of births and

Music Week Group, part of multinational conglomerate United Media, all newsletters (MIRO Fu-

deaths, a historical chart, and a complete listing of
the number ones on all of

CIN's charts. But there

was also a casuality: the Top 100 Airplay charts
were no longer included. An annual subscription
on format shares contained the exact number of
singles and albums sold that week (panel sales).

Hit Music

ture Hits, Hit Music, Tours Report, Green
Sheet
Music Week

) folded. No concrete reasons were given,

rose to ¿150. From 20.01.2001 (no.424) the section

Over the years,

saw its last

but

's circulation had been declining

by over 12%, as have presumably also advertising
revenues. [

Audit Bureau of Circulation data: 97/98:

12,503, 98/99: 11,851 (-6%), 99/00: 10,982 (-8%),

also provided often very

detailed year-end charts: until 1995 it printed Top
100s (singles, albums, acts), but from 1996 it was
usually Top 200s. Some years even contained actual
sales gures.
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Classied Section
Class Ia

(pbk.)

ISBN: 0-7522-0824-1 : ¿9.99

Primary sourcebooks: reprints and facsimilés of
the original charts

♦

105 : 12

The NME album charts, June 19621994.  Title on cover &
spine: `The complete [NME] album charts' ; on cover: `includes every NME album chart for the last 32 years'.

Group 11: Singles

Group 13: Multi-format

Gambaccini, Paul:

The chart book / is comp. by Entertainment Research
and Analysis (ERA).  1991.  London : Spotlight Publ.,
1992.  235p. : ill. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

Top 40 charts : every chart  every week / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jonathan Rice ; ed. assoc. Tony Brown. 
Eneld : Guinness Publ., 1992.  1 v. (unpaged) : ill. ; 28
cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-541-7 : ¿19.95

♦♠

ISBN: 0-86213-121-9 : ¿14.99

♦♠

100 : 13

Annual. [1.] 1991 (1992)  [2.] 1993 (1993).  Title: `The

96 : 11

The Record Retailer/Music Week charts, March 19601991.

chart book 1991'; on cover: `the denitive guide to the UK

Gambaccini, Paul:

year-end charts.

top 75  1991'.  Music Week singles and album charts; plus

Top 40 charts : every chart  every week.  2nd ed.  Eneld : Guinness Publ., 1996.  [768] p. ; cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-634-0 : ¿14.99

1993 [1992] (1993).  224 p. : ill. ; 30 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-86213-123-5 : ¿14.99

96 : 11

40 years of NME charts / Dafydd Rees, Barry Lazell & Roger
Osborne.  London : Boxtree, 1992.  621 p. : ill. ; 25 cm
(pbk.)
♦♠

Class Ib

97 : 11

Secondary sourcebooks: original charts are
reconstructable

The NME charts, November 19521991.  S.a. `30 years of
NME album charts' (105).

Rees, Dafydd:

Group 21: Singles

40 years of NME charts / Dafydd Rees, Barry Lazell & Roger
Osborne.  2nd ed.  London : Boxtree, 1995.  688 p. :
ill. ; 22 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-7522-0829-2 : ¿9.99

♦

100 : 13

and artists albums chart for 1992'.

Rees, Dafydd:

ISBN: 1-85283-746-2 : ¿14.99

♦♠

Title: `The chart book 1993'; on cover: `every top 75 singles

The Record Retailer/Music Week charts, March 19601995.

British record charts / comp. by Tony Jasper.  1955

97 : 11

1978.  2nd, rev. & upd. ed.  London : Macdonald &
Jane's, 1978.  288 p. ; 23 cm

Title on cover & spine: `The complete [NME] singles charts';
on cover: `includes every NME singles chart from November

ISBN: 0-354-08523-9 : ¿4.95

21 : 21

1952'.

Prev.: `Twenty years of British record charts. 19551975.'

Top Ten : British Chart Singles / [hrsg. v. Günter Ehn-

(18) [=1st ed.]. Cont. as `Jasper, Tony: The top twenty book'
(38).  Jasper presents the weekly Top 20s (from Record Mir-

ert].  19501969.  Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1993. 
470 p. ; (pbk.)
ISBN: 3-922542-51-4 : DM39.00

♦♠

ror, later Music Week) grouped by month. Only the rst week
is in the correct order with new entries tacked on.

250 : 11

British record charts / comp. by Tony Jasper.  1955

In German. Often cited as `Hit Records : Top Ten British

1979.  Rev. ed.  London : Futura Publ., 1979.  [4],
296 p. ; 18 cm (pbk.)

Chart Singles'.  Chart sources questionable.

Top Ten : British Chart Singles / [hrsg. v. Günter Ehn-

ISBN: 0-7088-1651-7 : ¿1.25

ert].  19701990.  Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1993. 
490 p. ; (pbk.)
ISBN: 3-922542-52-2 : DM39.00

♦♠

Chartwatch:

250 : 11

Chart booklet : chart runs of all the hit singles / by David
Longbottom.  Ilminster : Chartwatch.
ISSN: 0262-9577 = Chart Watch

Group 12: Albums

410 : 21

Irr. Title from t.p.verso.  Record Retailer Singles Top 50.

1961 (1989).  [16] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

¿1.30

♦

410 : 21

1962 (1991).  [16] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

¿1.30

♦

410 : 21

1963 (1991).  [16] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

¿1.30

♦

410 : 21

1964 (1991).  [16] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

¿1.30

♦

410 : 21

1965 (1991).  [16] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

¿1.30

♦

410 : 21

1966 (1991).  [16] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

¿1.30

♦

410 : 21

1967 (1987).  [16] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

¿1.30

♦

410 : 21

30 years of NME album charts / des. & prod. by Os-

borne Books ; [contr.: M. Gray ; B. Lazell ; R. Osborne]. 
London : Boxtree, 1993.  479 p. : ill. ; 25 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 1-85283-889-2 : ¿14.99

21 : 21

♦

105 : 12

The NME album charts, June 19621993.  S.a. `Rees,
Dafydd: 40 years of NME charts' (97).

30 years of NME album charts / des. & prod. by Os-

borne Books ; [contr.: M. Gray ; B. Lazell ; R. Osborne]. 
2nd ed.  London : Boxtree, 1995.  495 p. : ill. ; 22 cm
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Jasper, Tony:

The top twenty book : the ocial British record charts /
comp. by Tony Jasper.  19551982.  Poole : Blandford ;
[et al.], 1983.  351 p. ; 19 cm (cased)
ISBN: 0-7137-1332-1 : ¿4.95

38 : 21

Prev.: `British record charts' (21).  Jasper presents the
weekly Top 20s (from Record Mirror, later Music Week)

1984 (1985).  24, [4] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

♦

129 : 23

1985 (1986).  [52] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

♦

129 : 23

1986 (1987).  [56] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

¿1.80

♦

129 : 23

1987 (1988).  [56] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

¿1.80

♦

129 : 23

♦

129 : 23

1988 (1989).  [52] p. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

grouped by month. Only the rst week is in the correct order
with new entries tacked on.

1989 (1990).  [36] p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿1.90

♦

129 : 23

Jasper, Tony:

1990 (1991).  [36] p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿1.90

♦

129 : 23

1991 (1992).  [32] p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿1.90

♦

129 : 23

1992 (1993).  [32] p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿1.90

♦

129 : 23

1993 (1994).  [32] p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿2.00

♦

129 : 23

1994 (1995).  [32] p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿1.90

♦

129 : 23

1995 (1996).  [32] p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿2.00

♦

129 : 23

The top twenty book : the ocial British record charts /
comp. by Tony Jasper.  19551982.  Poole : Blandford ;
[et al.], 1983.  351 p. ; 19 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-7137-1333-x : ¿1.95

38 : 21

Jasper, Tony:

The top twenty book : the ocial British record charts /
comp. by Tony Jasper.  19551983.  2nd ed.  Poole :
Blandford ; [et al.], 1984.  367 p. ; 19 cm (cased)
ISBN: 0-7173-1453-0

38 : 21

The top twenty book : the ocial British record charts /
comp. by Tony Jasper.  19551985.  3rd ed.  Poole :
Blandford ; [et al.], 1986.  448 p. ; 21 cm (cased)
ISBN: 0-7137-1764-5 : ¿8.95

ISSN: 0262-9577 = Chart Watch

Jasper, Tony:

The top twenty book : the ocial British record charts /
comp. by Tony Jasper.  19551985.  3rd ed.  Poole :
Blandford ; [et al.], 1986.  448 p. ; 21 cm (pbk.)

38 : 21

Jasper, Tony:

The top twenty book : the ocial British record charts /
comp. by Tony Jasper.  19551990.  5th ed.  London : Blandford, 1991.  528 p. ; 21 cm (cased)
ISBN: 0-7137-2207-x : ¿16.95

38 : 21

Jasper, Tony:

The top twenty book : the ocial British record charts /
comp. by Tony Jasper.  19551990.  5th ed.  London : Blandford, 1991.  528 p. ; 21 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-7137-2208-8 : ¿8.95

♦♠

runs for singles and albums (Top 200).

1996 (1997).  40 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿2.00

♦

129 : 23

1997 (1998).  44 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿2.50

♦

129 : 23

1998 (1999).  44 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿2.50

♦

129 : 23

1999 (2000).  44 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿2.50

♦

129 : 23

2000 (2001).  44 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿2.50

♦

129 : 23

2001 (2002).  40 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿2.50

♦

129 : 23

2002 (2003).  48 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿2.50

♦

129 : 23

2003 (2004).  48 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

¿2.50

♦

129 : 23

Class IIa

38 : 21

Abstract books summarizing by act

Jasper, Tony:

The top twenty book : the ocial British record charts /
comp. by Tony Jasper.  19551993.  6th ed.  London : Blandford, 1994.  576 p. ; 20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-7173-2420-x : ¿8.99

♦♠

Group 41: Singles

38 : 21

Twenty years of British record charts / with commentary by Peter Jones & Tony Jasper; ed. by Tony Jasper. 
19551975.  London : Queen Anne Pr., 1975.  208 p. ;
18 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-362-00263-0 : ¿0.75

Betts, Graham:

Complete UK hit singles : 19522004 / Graham Betts. 
London : Collins, 2004.  1024 p. : ill. ; 25 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-00-717931-6 : ¿15.99

18 : 21

♦

41

Companion volume to `Betts, Graham: Complete British hit
albums'.

Cont. as `British record charts' (21).

British Chart Singles / [Günter Ehnert].  19501965. 

Group 23: Multi-format

Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1981.  196 p. ; (pbk.)
DM39.00

211 : 41

In German. Often cited as `Hit Records : British Chart Sin-

Chartwatch:

Annual chart summary / by David Longbottom.  Ilminster : Chartwatch.
ISSN: 0262-9577 = Chart Watch

129 : 23

gles'.  Chart sources questionable for 19501952.

British Chart Singles / [Günter Ehnert].  19501965. 
[2nd ed.]  Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1988.  220 p. ; (pbk.)
ISBN: 3-992542-32-8 : DM39.00

Annual. 1983. S.a. `Chartwatch' (33).  For 1983 &
1984: Guinness-style summary of the year's singles chart;

[3rd ed.]  Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1995.  284 p. ; (pbk.)

75/100).

♦

211 : 41

British Chart Singles / [Günter Ehnert].  19501965. 

from 1985: complete chart runs for singles and albums (Top

1983 (1984).  28 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

129 : 23

Annual. 1983. S.a. `Chartwatch' (33).  Complete chart

38 : 21

ISBN: 0-7137-1715-7 : ¿3.95

Chartwatch:

Annual chart summary / comp. by Tobias Zywietz.  Ilminster : Chartwatch.

Jasper, Tony:

129 : 23

ISBN: 3-992542-32-8 : DM39.00

Adding concise artist biographies.

24
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British Chart Singles / [Günter Ehnert].  19661984. 
Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1990.  330 p. ; (pbk.)
ISBN: 3-992542-20-4 : DM39.00

1998.  703 p. ; 25 cm (pbk.)

ISBN: 0-7134-8275-3 : ¿19.99

♦

683 : 41

211 : 41

Rather unsatisfactory attempt to list UK & US hits (Top 75),

British Chart Singles / [Günter Ehnert].  19661984. 

for some artists reaching back to the 1930s; arranged by rst
name (!)

[2nd ed.]  Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 2000.  349 p. ; (pbk.)
ISBN: 3-992542-20-4 : DM39.00

♦♠

Deutsche Chart Singles, British Chart Singles, US
Chart Singles: / [Hrsg.: Günter Ehnert].  19911992. 

211 : 41

British Chart Singles / [Günter Ehnert].  19791980. 
Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1981.  56 p. ; (pbk.)
DM15.00

Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1993.  250 p. ; 22 cm (pbk.)

211 : 41

British Chart Singles / [Günter Ehnert].  19851988. 
Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1989.  185 p. ; (pbk.)
ISBN: 3-992542-37-9 : DM39.00

British Chart Singles / [Günter Ehnert].  19851990. 
ISBN: 3-922542-43-3 : DM39.00

211 : 41

British Chart Singles / [Günter Ehnert].  19911997. 
Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., [?].  300 p. ; (pbk.)
ISBN: 3-922542-64-6 : DM39.00

British hit singles / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice and Jo
Rice ; ed. assoc. Nick Todd and Alan Golub.  6th ed. 
Eneld : Guinness Books, 1987.  347 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)

54 : 41

Prev.: `Guinness British hit singles' (43) [=5th ed.]. Cont. as
`British Hit Singles' (678) [=11th ed.]

British hit singles / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jo Rice ;
ed. assoc. Tony Brown.  7th ed.  Eneld : Guinness
Publ., 1989.  383 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-339-2 : ¿8.95

♦

54 : 41

British hit singles / Jonathan Rice, Paul Gambaccini, Tim
Rice ; ed. ass. Tony Brown.  8th ed.  Eneld : Guinness
Publ., 1991.  406 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-941-2 : ¿9.99

♦

54 : 41

♦

♦

54 : 41

54 : 41

678 : 41

Prev.: `British Hit Singles' (54).

British hit singles / Karen O'Brian [ed.] ; Dave McAleer

[chief cons.]  12th ed.  London : Guinness, 1999. 
512 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85122-092-X : ¿13.00

♦

678 : 41

Cont. as `Guinness British Hit Singles' (679) [=13th ed.]

British hit singles / David Roberts [ed.] ; Dave McAleer
[chief cons.]  16th ed.  London : Guinness World
Records, 2003.  606 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-190-X : ¿15.99

♦

15 : 41

The Guinness book of British hit singles : (the Guinness book of records records) / Jo and Time Rice with Paul
Gambaccini and Mike Read.  Eneld : Guinness Superlatives, 1977.  ii-ix, 275, [2] p. : ill. ; 21 cm
ISBN: 0-900424-77-x : ¿4.95

20 : 41

Cont. as `The Guinness book of British hit singles' (24) [=2nd
ed.].

The Guinness book of British hit singles : (the Guinness book of records records) / Jo and Time Rice with Paul
Gambaccini and Mike Read.  Eneld : Guinness Superlatives, 1977.  ii-ix, 275, [2] p. : ill. ; 21 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-900424-83-4 : ¿3.75

♦

20 : 41

The Guinness book of British hit singles : (the Guinness book of records records) / Jo Rice and Tim Rice, Paul
Gambaccini and Mike Read.  2nd ed.  Eneld : Guinness Superlatives, 1979.  319 p. : ill. ; 21 cm
24 : 41

ed.].

The Guinness book of British hit singles : (the Guinness book of records records) / Jo Rice and Tim Rice, Paul
Gambaccini and Mike Read.  2nd ed.  Eneld : Guinness Superlatives, 1979.  319 p. : ill. ; 21 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-900424-99-0 : ¿3.95

24 : 41

The Guinness book of British hit singles : (the Guinness book of records records) / Jo and Tim Rice, Paul Gambaccini and Mike Read.  3rd ed.  Eneld : Guinness
Superlatives, 1981.  352 p. : ill. ; 21 cm (pbk.)

sul. ed.]  11th. ed.  London : Guinness Publ., 1997. 
512 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
♦

ISBN: 0-385-11204-1 : $3.95

Cont. as `Rock almanac : top 20 American and British singles

[=1st ed.]. Cont. as `Guinness British hit singles' (43) [=5th

British hit singles / Helen Weller [ed.] ; Tony Brown [conISBN: 0-85122-027-X : ¿13.00

Rock almanac : top 20 singles, 19551973 and top 20 albums,
19641973 / ed. by Charlie Gillett and Stephen Nugent. 
New York, N.Y. : Doubleday, 1976.  485 p. ; 21 cm (pbk.)

Prev.: `Rice, Jo: The Guinness book of British hit singles' (20)

British hit singles / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jonathan
Rice ; ed. ass. Tony Brown.  10th ed.  Eneld : Guinness, 1995.  456 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-633-2 : ¿11.99

Gillett, Charlie:

ISBN: 0-900424-89-3 : ¿5.25

British hit singles / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jonathan
Rice ; ed. ass. Tony Brown.  9th ed.  Eneld : Guinness,
1993.  432 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-526-3 : ¿10.99

247 : 41

. . . ' (119).

211 : 41

ISBN: 0-85112-823-8 : ¿7.95

♦♠

Record series.

211 : 41

Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1991.  285 p. ; (pbk.)

ISBN: 3-922542-49-2 : DM39.00

In German. Suppl. to the Hit Bilanz, Hit Guide and Hit

41

ISBN: 0-85112-224-8 : ¿4.99

24 : 41

The Guinness book of British hit singles : (the Guinness book of records records) / Jo Rice and Tim Rice, Paul
Gambaccini and Mike Read.  4th ed.  Eneld : Guinness
Superlatives, 1983.  312 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-259-0 : ¿5.95

24 : 41

The Guinness book of hits of the 70's / Jo and Tim
Rice, Paul Gambaccini and Mike Read.  Eneld : Guinness Superlatives, 1980.  239 p. : ill. ; 21 cm (cased)
ISBN: 0-85112-217-5 : ¿6.00

Prev.: `Guinness British hit singles' [=15th ed.]. Cont. as

♦

31 : 41

Singles charts, 19701979, plus facts & feats.  S.a. `Guin-

`British hit singles & albums' [=17th ed.].

ness book of hits of the 60s' (39) and `Gambaccini, Paul: Hits

Davies, Chris:

of the 80s' (81).

British and American hit singles : 51 years of transatlantic
hits / Chris Davies.  19461997.  London : Batsford,

25

The Guinness book of hits of the 70's / Jo and Tim
Rice, Paul Gambaccini and Mike Read.  Eneld : Guin-
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ness Superlatives, 1980.  239 p. : ill. ; 21 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-205-1 : ¿4.95

♦♠

31 : 41

Guinness British hit singles / David Roberts [ed.]; Dave
McAleer [chief cons.]  13th ed.  London : Guinness
World Records, 2000.  544 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-111-X : ¿13.00

♦

679 : 41

Prev.: `British Hit Singles' (678) [=12th ed.]

Guinness British hit singles / David Roberts [ed.] ; Dave
♦

679 : 41

Guide series.

Gambaccini, Paul:

British hit albums / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jonathan
Rice.  4th ed.  Eneld : Guinness Publ., 1990.  352 p. :
ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)

679 : 41

79 : 42

`Gambaccini, Paul: Guinness book of British hit albums' (58)
[=3rd ed.]. Cont. as `Guinness book of British hit albums'

British hit albums / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jonathan
Rice ; ed. assoc. Tony Brown.  5th ed.  Eneld : Guinness Publ., 1992.  416 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-967-6 : ¿9.99

Guinness British hit singles / Jo Rice and Tim Rice,
Paul Gambaccini and Mike Read.  5th ed.  Eneld :
Guinness Superlatives, 1985.  312 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)

♦

79 : 42

Gambaccini, Paul:

43 : 41

Prev.: `Guinness book of British hit singles' (24) [=4th ed.].
Cont. as `British hit singles' (54) [=6th ed.].

British hit albums / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jonathan
Rice ; ed. assoc. Tony Brown.  6th ed.  Eneld : Guinness Publ., 1994.  448 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-752-5 : ¿10.99

Kelly, Mike:

Wot Pop presents 50 years of hits : an international A to Z
of hitmakers, 19522002 / Mike Kelly.  Crediton : Southgate, 2002.  288 p. : ill. ; 22 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 1-85741140-4

♦

Gambaccini, Paul:

Cont. as `British hit singles' [=16th ed.].

ISBN: 0-85112-429-1 : ¿6.95

285 : 42

(681) [=7th ed.]

McAleer [chief cons.]  15th ed.  London : Guinness
World Records, 2002.  640 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
♦

♦♠

Prev.: `Guinness book of British hit albums' (37). Prev.:

Guinness British hit singles / David Roberts [ed.] ; Dave
ISBN: 0-85112-187-X : ¿15.99

ISBN: 3-922542-48-4 : DM39.00

In German. Suppl. to the Hit Bilanz, Hit Record and Hit

ISBN: 0-85112-397-x : ¿8.95

McAleer [chief cons.]  14th ed.  London : Guinness
World Records, 2001.  575 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-156-X : ¿14.99

Taurus-Pr., 1992.  246 p. ; 22 cm (pbk.)

41

79 : 42

Gambaccini, Paul:

The Guinness book of British hit albums / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jo Rice; ed. assoc. Tony Brown  3rd ed. 
Eneld : Guinness, 1988.  201 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-888-2 : ¿7.95

Spine title: `50 years of hits.'

♦

♦

58 : 42

Prev. `Guinness book of British hit albums' (37) [=2nd ed.].

Solomon, Clive:

Cont. as `Gambaccini, Paul: British hit albums' (79) [=4th

Record hits : the British top 50 charts . . . plus U.S. chart
positions / comp. by Clive Solomon ; [index comp. by Martin Watson].  19541976.  London [et al.] : Omnibus Pr.,
1977.  263 p. ; 22 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-86001-314-6

19 : 41

A meticulously compiled work listing all records to enter the
top-fty charts, highest position and weeks surviving there.
These lists arranged by artist, are complemented by a title index and appendices of most successful records. An excellent,
comprehensive work, but not attractively produced. (tayl85,
p44).

Solomon, Clive:

Record hits : the British top 50 charts . . . plus U.S. chart
positions / comp. by Clive Solomon, Howard Pizzey and
Martin Watson.  19521977.  Rev. ed.  London : Omnibus Pr., 1979.  270 p. ; 25 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-86001-565-3

ed.].

The Guinness book of British hit albums / Paul
Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jonathan Rice ; ed. assoc.: Tony
Brown.  7th ed.  Eneld : Guinness, 1996.  477 p. :
ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-619-7 : ¿12.99

681 : 42

The Guinness book of British hit albums : the British
hit albums 195882 / Jo and Tim Rice, Paul Gambaccini
and Mike Read ; ed. assoc. Steve Smith.  First ed.  London : GRRR ; Eneld : Guinness, 1983.  216 p. : ill. ; 21 cm
(pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-246-9 : ¿5.95

♦

37 : 42

Cont. as `Guinness British hit albums' (48) [=2nd ed.].

19 : 41

The Guinness British hit albums / Tim Rice . . . [et
al.] ; ed. assoc. Nick Todd.  2nd ed.  Eneld : Guinness
Books, 1986.  192 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-480-1 : ¿6.95

Group 42: Albums

48 : 42

Prev.: `Guinness book of British hit albums' (37) [=1st ed.].
Cont. as `Gambaccini, Paul : The Guinness book of British
hit albums' (58) [=3rd ed.].

Betts, Graham:

Complete British hit albums / Graham Betts.  London :
Collins, 2004.  608 p. : ill. ; 25 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-00-719551-6 : ¿19.99

♦

42

Dave McAleer [chief cons.]  17th ed.  London : Guinness World Records, 2004.  768 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)

gles'.

British Chart LP's / [hrsg. v. Günter Ehnert].  1962

ISBN: 0-85112-199-3 : ¿18.99

1986.  Hamburg : Taurus-Pr., 1987.  271 p. ; (pbk.)
♦♠

Group 43: Multi-format
British hit singles & albums / David Roberts [ed.] ;

Companion volume to `Betts, Graham: Complete UK hit sin-

ISBN: 3-922542-27-1 : DM39.00

♦

Prev.: `British hit albums' (79). The last edition published.

♦

41

Prev.: `British hit singles' [=16th ed.].

212 : 42

Brown, Tony:

In German. Often cited as `Hit Records : British Chart LP's'.

Deutsche Chart LP's, British Chart LP's, US Chart
LP's / [Hrsg.: Günter Ehnert].  198790.  Hamburg :
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1250 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)

ISBN: 0-7119-7670-8 : ¿19.95

Prev.: `Gillett, Charlie: Rock almanac : . . . ' (15).

♦♠

687 : 43

Covers singles (1952), albums & compilations (1958) and

Rock le / ed. by Charlie Gillett.  1.  London : Picto-

feats section (except Number One lists).

rial Pres. ; New English Library, 1972.  156 p. : ill. ; 18 cm
(pbk.)

Brown, Tony:

Annual, irregular. 1. 1972 5. 1978.  Features a variety of

EPs (1960), though no catalogue numbers and no facts &

ISBN: 0-450-01430-4 : ¿0.40

The complete book of the British charts : singles and albums / by Tony Brown, John Kutner & Neil Warwick. 
New & updated ed.  London : Omnibus, 2002.  xi,
1395 p. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-7119-9075-1 : ¿19.95

♦♠

gles, 195569.

Rock le / ed. by Charlie Gillett.  2.  St. Albans :

687 : 43

charts' [= 3rd ed.].

Rees.  1982.  London : Virgin Books, 1982.  188 p. :
ill. ; 18 cm (pbk.)
28 : 43

Vers.: `Starle'. Prev.: `Star le annual' (22).

Rees.  1983.  London : Virgin Books, 1983.  184 p. :
ill. ; 18 cm (pbk.)
28 : 43

Chart le / [comp.: Dafydd Rees, Barry Lazell, Alan
Jones].  2.  New York, N.Y. : Delilah ; distr. by Putnam, 1983.  p. : ill. ; 18 cm

28 : 43

Gambaccini, Paul:

♦♠

81 : 43

S.a. `Guinness book of hits of the 60s' (39); `The Guinness
book of hits of the 70's (31).

ISBN: 0-385-11204-1 : $3.95

St. Albans : Panther, 1975.  224 p. : ill. ; 18 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-586-04261-x : ¿0.75

♦♠

14 : 43

Top 20 singles, 19551973, by title (incl. writer, composer,

Rock le / ed. by Charlie Gillett and Simon Frith.  4. 
St. Albans : Panther, 1976.  400 p. ; 18 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-586-04370-5 : ¿1.25

♦♠

14 : 43

Top 20 singles, UK & US, 195574; Number Ones 195574.

Rock le / ed. by Charlie Gillett and Simon Frith.  5. 
St. Albans : Panther, 1978.  286 p. ; 18 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-586-04680-1 : ¿1.25

♦♠

14 : 43

Top singles & albums, 196777; producers; Number Ones.

tion from `Music week' and `Billboard' / comp. by Dafydd
Rees ; foreword by Derek Taylor ; introd. by John Tobler. 
1. 1976  London : Star Books, 1977.  395 p. ; 18 cm
(pbk.)
ISBN: 0-352-39573-7

22 : 43

gles, Top 200 albums; title, artists, record label, writer and
producer; plus lists of top-sellers, awards, &c.

Star le annual : incorporating the year's record informa-

tion from `Music week' and `Billboard' / comp. by Dafydd
Rees ; introd. by John Tobler.  2. 1977.  Feltham : Hamlyn, 1978.  439 p. ; 18 cm (pbk.)

2 : 43

Orig. [UK] ed.: `Rock le' (14).

Guinness book of hits of the 60s / Tim Rice, Jo Rice,

Mike Read, Paul Gambaccini ; ed. assoc. Steve Smith. 
London : Guinness Superlatives, 1984.  256 p. : ill. ; 24 cm
(pbk.)
♦♠

39 : 43

S.a. `Gambaccini, Paul: Hits of the 80s' (81). `The Guinness
book of hits of the 70's' (31).  The only Guinness book to
feature singles, albums and EP charts.

ISBN: 0-600-38333-4 : ¿1.50

22 : 43

Tanner, John F.:

Hits of . . . / John F. Tanner.  1952.  Whitley Bay :
JFTValid Records, 1988.  iv, 28 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 1-871618-02-9 : ¿1.95

♦

65 : 43

Often cited as `Hits through the years : hits of . . . ' S.a.
'Tanner, John. F.: The rock`n'roll era' (98).  Chronological discography of Top 10 records and near-misses; annual

Lazell, Barry:

Indie hits 19801989 : the complete UK independent charts
(singles & albums) / compiled by Barry Lazell.  London :
Cherry Red ; Red Oak, 1997.  vii, 314 p. : ill. ; 23 cm
(pbk.)
♦♠

686 : 43

summaries, indexes.

Tanner, John F.:

Hits of . . . / John F. Tanner.  1963.  Whitley Bay :
JFTValid Records, 1988.  iv, 32 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 1-871618-03-7 : ¿1.95

♦

65 : 43

Tanner, John F.:

An outstanding work by the late Lazell, original compiler of
the UK indie charts, analyzing the decade's indie hits and un-

Hits of . . . / John F. Tanner.  1976.  Whitley Bay :
JFTValid Records, 1988.  iv, 32 p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)

earthing photos and facts even about the most obscure acts.
The only chart book looking beyond the commercial Top 75.

ISBN: 1-871618-01-0 : ¿1.95

Rock almanac : top 20 American and British singles and

albums of the Fifties, Sixties and Seventies / ed. by Stephen
Nugent and Charlie Gillett.  New York, N.Y. : Anchor
Books [Doubleday], 1978.  485 p. ; 21 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-385-11204-4

Rock le / ed. by Charlie Gillett and Simon Frith.  3. 

Top 50 singles and Top 60 albums, Billboard Top 100 sin-

Rock le : an almanac of American and British top 20 singles, 19551973, and top 20 albums, 19641973 / Charlie
Gillett, Stephen Nugent.  1.  1st ed. US.  New York,
N.Y. : Doubleday, 1976.  (pbk.)

ISBN: 0-95172-069-4 : ¿14.99

14 : 43

Vers.: `Star-le'. Cont. as `Chart le' (28).  Music Week

Gillett, Charlie:

ISBN: 0-85112-416-x : ¿5.95

♦♠

Star le annual : incorporating the year's record informa-

Hits of the 80s / Paul Gambaccini, Jonathan Rice, Tim Rice ;
ed. assoc. Tony Brown.  Eneld : Guinness Publishing,
1990.  320 p. : ill. ; 28 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-398-8 : ¿11.95

ISBN: 0-586-04087-0 : ¿0.50

Top 20 singles, 197073; top albums, 196073; Number Ones

publisher, source & act).

Chart le / Alan Jones with Barry Lazell and Dafydd

ISBN: 0-933328-68-0 : $2.95

Panther, 1974.  169 p. : ill. ; 18 cm (pbk.)
1960/7073.

Chart le / Alan Jones with Barry Lazell and Dafydd

ISBN: 0-907080-73-1

14 : 43

music & chart related articles plus chart analysis: Top 20 sin-

Cont. as `Warwick, Neil: The complete book of the British

ISBN: 0-907080-49-9 : ¿1.75

♦♠

119 : 43
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Tanner, John F.:

♦

65 : 43

The rock`n'roll era : 19561962 / John F. Tanner.  Whitley Bay : JFTValid Records, 1992.  iv, 245 p. ; 30 cm
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(pbk.)

ISBN: 1-871618-04-5

♦

98 : 43

Often cited as `Hits through the years : the rock`n'roll era'.
S.a. `Tanner, John F.: Hits of . . . ' (65).

The complete book of the British charts : singles and albums / by Neil Warwick, John Kutner & Tony Brown. 
Third ed.  London : Omnibus, 2004.  xi, 1522 p. ; 24 cm
(pbk.)
ISBN: 0-84449-058-0 : ¿19.95

♦♠

687 : 43

Prev. `Brown, Tony: The complete book of the British charts'
(687) [= 2nd ed.].

ISBN: 0-85965-049-9 : ¿9.95

35 : 50

Many hundreds of music and chart connected lists, bestsellers,
acts, trivia.

Tobler, John:

The rock lists album / John Tobler / Alan Jones.  London : Plexus, 1982.  159 p. : ill. ; 23 cm (pbk.)
♦

35 : 50

Group 51: Singles

White, George R.:

Davies, Sharon:

[thirty-ve] 35 years of British hit EPs / George R. White.
 York: Music Mentor, 2001.  255 p.: ill.; 23cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-9519888-1-6: ¿16.99 (pbk.)

♦♠

Every chart topper tells a story / [Sharon Davies].  [s.l.] :
[s.n.], 1997.  60s.  288 p. : ill.

689 : 44

¿12.99

Title on spine: `British Hit EPs'; on cover: `includes The Ofcial UK EP Charts in full / track listing for every EP / over

xx : 51

Davies, Sharon:

600 sleeve illustrations'.

Every chart topper tells a story / [Sharon Davies].  [s.l.] :
[s.n.], 1998.  70s.  430 p. : ill.
¿12.99

Class IIb

Every chart topper tells a story / [Sharon Davies].  [s.l.] :
[s.n.], 1999.  80s.  [400] p. : ill.
¿12.99

Group 50: Non-format
The top 10 of music / Russell Ash and Luke Crampton with
Barry Lazell.  London : Headline, 1993.  254 p. : ill. ;
29 cm
ISBN: 0-7472-0798-4 : ¿14.99

♦

99 : 50

Lists hundreds of music and chart connected top tens, incl.

Henson, Brian:

First hits : the book of sheet music / Brian Henson & Colin
Morgan.  19461959.  London : Boxtree, 1989.  302 p. :
ill. ; 25 cm (pbk.)
Analyses

♦♠

215 : 50

chronologically

the

WMDA (194649) and MPA (194959) sheet music charts
as publ. by Melody Maker and NME, and broadcast by Radio Luxembourg. Extensive discographies, facts & feats plus
indexes.

61 : 51

no.1, no.2, no.3, &c.; Top 1000 plus annual lists (1955).

The UK top 1000 singles / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice,
Jonathan Rice ; ed. assoc. Tony Brown.  2nd ed.  Eneld : Guinness Publ., 1993.  [128] p. ; ill. ; 23 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-712-6 : ¿7.99

♦♠

61 : 51

Gambaccini, Paul:

The Guinness book of number one hits / Paul Gambaccini,
Tim Rice and Jo Rice ; ed. assoc. Nick Todd and Tony
Brown.  2nd ed.  Eneld : Guinness, 1988.  272 p. :
ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-893-9 : ¿7.95

♦♠

60 : 51

Chronologically arranged brief looks at all UK chart toppers,

New book of rock lists / Dave Marsh & James Bernard. 
London : Sidgwick & Jackson, 1994.  [640]p. : ill. ; 23 cm
(pbk.)

often concentrating on the artists rather than the songs itself.

Gambaccini, Paul:

The Guinness book of number one hits / Paul Gambaccini,
Tim Rice, Jonathan Rice ; ed. assoc.: Tony Brown.  3rd
ed. (pbk.)  Eneld : Guinness, 1994.  416 p. : ill. ; 24 cm

287 : 50

Prev.: `Marsh, Dave: The book of rock lists' (34).

Marsh, Dave:

ISBN: 0-85112-769-X : ¿11.99

The book of rock lists / by Dave Marsh and Kevin Stein. 
1st ed. UK.  London : Sidgwick & Jackson, 1981.  xxvii,
643 p. : ill. ; 21 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-283-98837-1 : ¿4.95

ISBN: 0-85112-889-0 : ¿4.95

Uninspiring lists ranking chart records by length of stay at

Prev.: `The Guinness book of 500 number one hits' (32). 

Marsh, Dave:

ISBN: 0-283-06181-2 : ¿9.99

The UK top 1000 singles / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jo
Rice ; ed. assoc. Tony Brown.  Eneld : Guinness Books,
1988.  128 p. : ill. ; 23 cm (pbk.)

Gambaccini, Paul:

annual bestseller lists for the UK and US.

Johnson.

xx : 51

Gambaccini, Paul:

Ash, Russell:

ISBN: 1-85283-268-1 : ¿12.95

xx : 51

Davies, Sharon:

Abstract books summarizing by formal categories

Teddy

34 : 50

The rock lists album / John Tobler / Alan Jones.  London : Plexus, 1982.  159 p. : ill. ; 23 cm (cased)

ISBN: 0-85965-048-0 : ¿4.95

Group 44: EPs

by

ISBN: 0-440-57580-x : $9.95

Tobler, John:

Warwick, Neil:

Introd.

New York, N.Y. : Dell Publ., 1981.  xxvii, 643 p. : ill. ; 20
cm (pbk.)

34 : 50

Cont. as `Marsh, Dave: New book of rock lists' (287).  Lots

♦

60 : 51

The Guinness book of 500 number one hits / Jo &
Tim Rice, Paul Gambaccini, Mike Read.  Eneld : Guinness Superlatives, 1982.  263 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-250-7 : ¿5.95

32 : 51

of information about a wide range of music, listing masses of

Cont. as `Gambaccini, Paul: The Guinness book of number

unconnected facts (tayl85, p42).

one hits' (60).

Marsh, Dave:

Roach, Martin:

The book of rock lists / by Dave Marsh and Kevin Stein. 

Top 100 singles : the denitive chart of the UJK's best-selling
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songs  ever / Martin Roach  London : Chrysalis, 2002. 
320 p. : ill. ; 18x18 cm
ISBN: 0-84411-006-0 : ¿9.99

♦

51

Brown, celebrating the 50th anniversary of the UK singles
chart. Details on every song, its composer and artist; superbly
illustrated.

Schieer, Ludwig:

Murrells, Joseph:

The book of golden discs : the records that sold a million /
comp. by Joseph Murrells.  New & comp. rev. ed.  London : Barrie & Jenkins, 1978.  413 p. : ill. ; 31 cm (cased)
ISBN: 0-214-20480-4 : ¿9.95

Superhit-Statistik : die Chronik der No. 1-Hits in Deutschland, Groÿbritannien und den USA von . . . / [Ludwig Schieffer].  19461986.  3rd ed.  Kln : Wilhelm Herbst-Verl.,
1987.  128 p. : ill. ; 21 cm (pbk.)
♦

tail at ever millionseller since the start of the record industry,
with biographies of artists, plus statistics and indexes.

List of the Top 100 best-sellers, compiled by Alan Jone & Tony

ISBN: 3-923925-21-2 : DM19.80

lion copies worldwide. Arranged chronologically it looks in de-

Murrells, Joseph:

213 : 51

The book of golden discs : the records that sold a million /
comp. by Joseph Murrells.  New & comp. rev. ed.  London : Barrie & Jenkins, 1978.  413 p. : ill. ; 31 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-214-20512-6 : ¿5.95

In German. Add. subtitle: `40 Jahre in Pop'.  Annual

Schieer, Ludwig:

Superhit-Statistik : die Chronik der No. 1-Hits in Deutschland, Groÿbritannien und den USA von . . . / Ludwig Schieffer.  19461991.  4th ed.  Köln : Wilhelm Herbst-Verl.,
1992.  190 p. : ill. ; 21 cm (pbk.)
♦

213 : 51

In German. Add. subtitle: `45 Jahre in Pop'.

Superhit-Statistik : die Chronik der No. 1-Hits in Deutschland, Groÿbritannien und den USA von . . . / Ludwig Schieffer.  Updater 1992.  Köln : Wilhelm Herbst-Verl.,
1993.  [4] p. ; 21 cm (ll)
♦

213 : 51

In German. Annual updates to the 4th edition.

♦

213 : 51

♦

213 : 51

Updater 1994. (1995)  [4] p. ; 21 cm (ll)
DM3.00

Swern, Phil:

30 years of number 1s : UK and US chart toppers / Phil
Swern and Shaun Greeneld.  19601989.  London :
BBC Books, 1990.  144 p. : ill. ; 23 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-563-36084-4 : ¿6.99

15/-

13 : 53

Cont. as `Murrells, Joseph: The book of golden discs' (17).

Million selling records : from the 1900s to the 1980s ; an illustrated directory / Joseph Murrells.  London : Batsford,
1984.  530 p. : ill. ; 26 cm
53

ISBN: 0-7134-3843-6 : ¿17.50

45 :

Prev.: `Murrells, Joseph: Book of golden discs' (17). Cont.

as `Coryton, Demitri: Hits of the '60s' (82).  Revised to
cover 1903-1983.

Updater 1993. (1994)  [4] p. ; 21 cm (ll)
DM3.00

The Daily Mail book of golden discs : the story of every million selling disc in the world since 1903 / ed. by Norris &
Ross McWhirther, foreword by David Jacobs.  London (8
Baker St., W1) : McWhirther Twins / Daily Mail, 1966. 
x, 374 p. : ill., tab. ; 25 cm

Murrells, Joseph:

Schieer, Ludwig:

DM3.00

17 : 53

Murrells, Joseph:

chronologies of number ones in Germany, the UK and US.

ISBN: 3-923925-43-3 : DM25.00

17 : 53

♦♠

88 : 51

Listings of UK & US number ones, plus the year's accompa-

Class IIIa

Surrogate books: recalculations, statistics, annuals

Group 70: Non-format
BPI [British Phonographic Industry]:

nying news and trivia.

Statistical handbook.  London : British Phonographic Industry.

Group 53: Multi-format

ISSN: 0142-7636 = BPI Statistical Handbook

282 : 70

Annual. 13. 1992. Prev.: `BPI: Year book' (127).

Coryton, Demitri:

Hits of the `60s : the million sellers / by Demitri Coryton &
Joseph Murrells.  London : B.T. Batsford, 1990.  287 p. :
ill. ; 28 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-7137-5851-8 : ¿14.99

♦♠

82 : 53

Prev.: `Murrells, Joseph: Million selling records' (45).  Updating and corecting Murrells' work for the Sixties only, giving
extensive details on ever record deemed to be a worldwide millionseller; each year's developments are analysed, going also
beyond the record business itself. Appendices incl. extensive
lists of US and UK number ones from all the published charts,
general awards, sales awards, &c.

ISBN: 0-906154-12-X : ¿10.00

The book of golden discs : the records that sold a million /
comp. by Joseph Murrells.  London : Barrie & Jenkins,
1974.  503 p. : ill. ; 26 cm

17 : 53

Prev.: `Murrells, Joseph: The Daily Mail book of golden discs'
(13). Cont. as `Murrells, Joseph: Million selling records'
(45).  Assembles all recordings deemed to have sold a mil-
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♦

282 : 70

14. 1993 [1992] (1993).  58 p. : ill. ; 21 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-13-8 : ¿15.00

♦

282 : 70

15. 1994 [1993] (1994).  60 p. : ill. ; 21 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-14-6 : ¿20.00

♦

282 : 70

16. 1995 [1994] (1995).  66 p. : ill. ; 21x20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-15-4 : ¿20.00

♦

282 : 70

17. 1996 [1995] (1996).  74 p. : ill. ; 21x20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-16-2 : ¿20.00

Murrells, Joseph:

ISBN: 0-214-20032-9 : ¿9.95

13. 1992 [1991] (1992).  p. ; (pbk.)

♦

282 : 70

18. 1997 [1996] (1997).  87 p. : ill. ; 21x20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-18-2 : ¿25.00

♦

282 : 70

19. 1998 [1997] (1998).  93 p. : ill. ; 21x20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-19-2 : ¿25.00

♦

282 : 70

20. 1999 [1998] (1999).  94 p. : ill. ; 21x20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-20-2 : ¿30.00

♦

282 : 70
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21. 2000 [1999] (2000).  94 p. : ill. ; 21x20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-21-9 : ¿30.00

♦

282 : 70

22. 2001 [2000] (2001).  93 p. : ill. ; 21x20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-22-7 : ¿30.00

♦

282 : 70

23. 2002 [2001] (2002).  100 p. : ill. ; 21x20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-23-5 : ¿35.00

♦

282 : 70

24. 2003 [2002] (2003).  104 p. : ill. ; 21x20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-24-3 : ¿35.00

♦

282 : 70

♦

282 : 70

BPI [British Phonographic Industry]:

Year book : a statistical description of the British record industry.  London : British Phonographic Industry.
ISSN: 0142-7636 = BPI Year Book

127 : 70

Annual, irregular. 1. 197612. 1991. Cont. as: `BPI: Statisti-

1. 1976 [1975] (1976).  p. ; (pbk.)

127 : 70

2. 1977 [1976] (1977).  p. ; (pbk.)

127 : 70

3. 1978 [1977] (1978).  p. ; (pbk.)

127 : 70

4. 1979 [1978] (1979).  p. ; (pbk.)

127 : 70

5. 1982 [1979/81] (1982).  p. ; (pbk.)

127 : 70

ISBN: 0-906154-04-9 : ¿5.00

♦

7. 1985 [1984] (1985).  79 p. : ill. ; 25 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-06-5 : ¿5.00

♦

8. 1986 [1985] (1986).  87 p. ; ill. ; 25 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-07-3 : ¿5.00

♦

9. 1987 [1986] (1987).  96 p. ; ill. ; 25 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-08-1 : ¿7.00

♦

10. 1988/89 [1987].  p. ; (pbk.)

127 : 70
127 : 70
127 : 70
127 : 70
127 : 70

11. 1989/90 [1988] (1989).  119 p. : ill. ; 25 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-10-3 : ¿10.00

12. 1991 [1989/90] (1991).  p. ; (pbk.)

♦

127 : 70

Monnery, Steve:

Rock`n'roll chronicles / [Steve Monnery and Gary Herman].  19551963.  London : Brian Trodd, 1991. 
128 p. : ill. ; 31 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 1-85361-241-6 : ¿9.99

Yearbook : music fax for the eighties / [Gary Cee].  198? 
[s.l.] : Eccentric, [?]  p. ; (pbk.)
¿3.95

12 : 70

Top twenty' (11).

The rock yearbook.  1980.  London ; New York, N.Y. :
Virgin Books ; Grove Pr./Delilah, 1980.  p. ; cm (pbk.)
202 : 70

The rock yearbook.  1981.  London ; New York, N.Y. :
Virgin Books ; Grove Pr./Delilah, [?].  p. ; cm (pbk.)
202 : 70

The rock yearbook.  1982.  New York, N.Y. ; London : Delilah/Grove Pr. ; Virgin Books, [?].  p. : ill. ;
28 cm (pbk.)
¿12.50

202 : 70

The Rolling stone rock almanac : the chronicles of rock
and roll / by the editors of Rolling Stone; foreword by Peter
Wolf.  New York, N.Y. : Macmillan, 1983.  371 p. : ill. ;
29 cm
ISBN: 0-02-604490-0 : $19.95

200 : 70

The Rolling stone rock almanac : the chronicles of rock
and roll / by the editors of Rolling Stone; foreword by Peter Wolf.  New York, N.Y. ; London : Macmillan ; Collier
Macmillan, 1983.  379 p. : ill. ; 28 cm
ISBN: 0-02-081320-1 : $10.95

200 : 70

Top twenty.  1965.  London : Purnell, [?]

203 : 70

twenty' (11). For [1964] see `Buckle, Philip: The year's top

1966.  p. ; (pbk.)

203 : 70

1967.  p. ; (pbk.)

203 : 70

Virgin 1215 rock yearbook.  93/94.  London : Virgin, 1993.  p. : ill. ; 29 cm

ISBN: 1352-9102 : ¿12.99

106 : 70

Annual. 93/94 (1993). Prev.: `The rock yearbook' (202).

Buckle, Philip:

Top twenty / ed. by Phil Buckle.  London : New English
Library, 1963.  126 p. : ill. ; 18 cm

11 : 70

1963 ed. of annual `Top twenty' (203). Cont. as `Buckle,
Philip: The year's top twenty' (12).

Hrano, Mike:

Group 71: Singles
Chartwatch:

Top 2500 singles / by David Longbottom.  Ilminster :
Chartwatch, 1991.  [16] p. ; 30 cm (pbk.)
¿1.00

Dave Jensen's network chart book of hits / interviews, news
and sports features by Mike Hrano.  London : Fantail,
1989.  64 p. : ill. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

♦

267 : 71

McAleer, Dave:

84 : 40

McAleer, Dave:

American and British hit singles / Dave McAleer.  1960
1990.  London : Omnibus, 1990.  224 p. : ill. ; 30 cm
(pbk.)
ISBN: 0-7119-2180-6 : ¿9.95

Encyclopedia of hits.  1950s.  [s.l.] : [s.n.], [?]. 
252 p. ; cm (pbk.)
¿12.99

269 : 70

with brief biographies and comments. (tayl. p38).

1964 ed. of annual `Top twenty' (203). Prev.: `Buckle, Philip:

ISBN: 0-14-090024-1 : ¿3.99

230 : 70

twenty' (12).  A survey of the year's successful chart acts

127 : 70

The year's top twenty / ed. by Philip Buckle.  London :
Mayower Books, 1964.  125 p., [16] pl. : ill. ; 18.5 cm
(pbk.)
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685 : 70

Annual. 19631967. For [1963] see `Buckle, Philip: Top

Buckle, Philip:

3/6

¿12.99

Annual. 1980. Cont. as `Virgin rock yearbook' (106).

cal handbook' (282).

6. 1984 [1983] (1984).  79 p. : ill. ; 26 cm (pbk.)

Encyclopedia of hits.  1960s.  [s.l.] : [s.n.], [?].  p. ; cm
(pbk.)

Music business:

25. 2004 [2003] (2004).  94 p. : ill. ; 21x20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-906154-21-9 : ¿30.00

McAleer, Dave:

McAleer, Dave:

685 : 70
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The best book of hit singles! : all the top 20 charts for 45
years / compiled by Dave McAleer.  London : Carlton,
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1998.  352 p. ; 20 cm (pbk.)

ISBN: 1-85868-446-3 : ¿6.99

♦

684 : 71

Prev.: `Warner guide to UK & US hit singles' (246). Cont.
as `McAleer, Dave: Hit singles' (682).  Monthly recalculations (UK only) of Top 20 charts; poor successor to McAleer's
previous works.

McAleer, Dave:

The Omnibus chart book of the 80's : pop & rock through
the eighties / comp. and written by Dave McAleer.  London ; New York, N.Y. ; Sydney : Omnibus Pr., 1989. 
122 p. : ill. ; 26 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-7119-1819-8 : ¿7.95

♦♠

83 : 73

Monthly charts (Top 5) plus accompanying news & trivia.

McAleer, Dave:

The book of hit singles : top 20 charts from 1954 to the
present day / Dave McAleer ; Tony Brown [ed.].  San
Francisco : Backbeat, 2001.  479 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-87930-666-1 : $24.95

♦

71

Prev.: `McAleer, Dave: Hit singles' (682). Cont. as: `McAleer,
Dave: Hit singles' [=5th ed.].  Monthly recalculations (UK

Class IIIb

Surrogate books: facts & feats, quizbooks, critical
or formal rankings

and US) of Top 20 charts.

Group 80: Non-format

McAleer, Dave:

Hit singles : top twenty charts from 1954 to the present day /
[Dave McAleer , Danny Scott].  London : Carlton, 1999. 
460 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 1-85868-817-5 : ¿12.99

♦

Chart champions : 40 years of ranking and ratings. 
[s.l.] : [s.n.], [?]

682 : 71

Prev.: McAleer, Dave: The best book of hit singles!' (684).
Cont. as: `McAleer, Dave: The book of hit singles'.  Monthly

Chartwatch:

Index.  130.  Ilminster : Chartwatch, 1989.  p.
¿0.80

top twenties (recalculations), UK & US side by side.

Irregular.

McAleer, Dave:

Chartwatch:

Hit singles : top 20 charts from 1954 to the present day /
Dave McAleer ; Andy Gregory, Danny Scott & Terry Burrows [comps.].  5th ed.  London : Carlton, 2003. 
507p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-84442-824-9 : ¿16.99

♦

71

McAleer, Dave:

246 : 71

culations), UK & US side by side.

McAleer, Dave:

The Warner guide to UK & US hit singles / comp. by Dave
McAleer ; ed. Tony Brown.  2nd ed.  London : Carlton /
Little, Brown, 1996.  432 p. : ill ; 24 cm (pbk.)
♦

¿0.80

♦

268 : 80

Gambaccini, Paul:

91 : 80

S.a. `Guinness hits challenge' (41).

Cont. as `Hit Singles' (682).  Monthly top twenties (recal-

ISBN: 0-31687-989-4 : ¿13.99

Index.  135.  Ilminster : Chartwatch, [?]  [20] p. ;
26 cm (pbk.)

ISBN: 0-85112-928-5 : ¿4.95

The Warner guide to UK & US hit singles / comp. by Dave
McAleer ; ed. Tony Brown.  London : Carlton / Little,
Brown, 1994.  431 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
♦

268 : 80

Hits quiz / Paul Gambaccini, Tim Rice, Jonathan Rice ; ed.
assoc. Tony Brown.  Eneld : Guinness, 1990.  [160] p. :
ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)

Monthly recalculations (UK and US) of Top 20 charts.

ISBN: 0-316-91076-7 : ¿12.99

688 : 80

246 : 71

Ringrose, D.J.:

Top 1000 singles of the eighties / [D.J. Ringrose].  Manseld (36 Marlborough Rd., NG19 6DY) : D.J. Ringrose,
1986.  12 p. ; (pbk.)

259 : 71

Ringrose, D.J.:

Gambaccini, Paul:

Paul Gambaccini presents the top 100 albums / [Paul Gambaccini].  London : GRR ; in assoc. with Pavilion, 1987. 
96 p. : ill. ; 30 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85145-087-4 : ¿8.95

47 : 80

Goodier, Mark:

Mark Goodier's chart trivia quiz book / Jim Maloney, Alison Tripp, [Mark Goodier].  London : Boxtree, 1991. 
96 p. ; 20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85283-600-8 : ¿2.99

93 : 80

The Guinness hits challenge / [Paul Gambaccini, Tim &
Jo Rice & Mike Read].  Eneld : Guinness Superlatives,
1984.  [196] p. (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-417-8 : ¿3.95

41 : 80

S.a. `Gambaccini, Paul: Hits quiz' (91).

Best-selling records in Britain since 1963 / [D.J.
Ringrose].  Manseld : D.J. Ringrose, 1984.  40 p. ;
30 cm (pbk.)
¿5.00

258 : 71

ISBN: 0-85112-466-6 : ¿4.95

41 : 80

Jasper, Tony:

Group 72: Albums

Rock mastermind : the ultimate pop and rock music quiz
book / [comp. by Tony Jasper].  Poole : Blandford,
1983.  176 p. ; 19 cm

McAleer, Dave:

The Warner guide to UK & US hit albums / comp. by Dave
McAleer.  London : Carlton / Little, Brown, 1995. 
352 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-316-87643-7 : ¿12.99

The Guinness hits challenge / Tim Rice . . . [et al.] 
2.  [2nd ed.]  Eneld : Guinness Books, 1985.  [192] p. :
ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)

♦

675 : 72

Monthly top twenties (recalculations), UK & US side by side.

ISBN: 0-7137-1336-4 : ¿6.95

Jasper, Tony:

Rock mastermind : the ultimate pop and rock music quiz
book.  Poole : Blandford, 1983.  [176] p. ; cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-7137-1339-9 : ¿4.95

Larkin, Colin:

Group 73: Multi-format

42 : 80

42 : 80

Guinness book of all time top 1000 albums / Colin Larkin. 
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Eneld : Guinness Publ., 1994.  384 p. : ill. ; 24 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-786-x : ¿14.99

♦

music history, incl. artists' biographies, of the era.

245 : 80

Limited chart content. Ranking by `critical and personal ap-

Chart beats / Dave McAleer.  Eneld : Guinness Publ.,
1991.  128 p. : ill. ; 22 cm

praisal', &c.; UK/US peak positions only.

Lazell, Barry:

ISBN: 0-85112-964-1 : ¿6.99

The illustrated book of rock records : a book of lists / comp.
by Barry Lazell and Dafydd Rees.  London : Virgin Books,
1982.  191 p. : ill. ; 20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-907080-32-4

89 : 80

Reid, Mike:

118 : 80

Britain] . . . not a comprehensive information source but a se-

Labatt's 500 : Britain's all-time favourite tracks / Mike Reid.
 London : Mandarin, 1992.  [150] p. : ill. ; 27 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-7493-1467-2 : ¿7.99

107 : 80

Savile, Jimmy:

lective, entertaining collection. (tayl85, p41).

The nostalgia book of hit singles / Jimmy Savile and Tony
Jasper.  London : Frederick Muller, 1982.  320 p. : ill. ;
26 cm (pbk.)

Lazell, Barry:

The illustrated book of rock records : a book of lists / comp.
by Barry Lazell and Dafydd Rees.  1st ed. US.  New
York, N.Y. : Delilah ; distr. by Putnam, 1982.  p. : ill. ;
20 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-933328-27-3 : $5.95

ISBN: 0-584-11037-5 : ¿5.95

118 : 80

thors describe the song, its activities in the charts, its artists,
only criterion for inclusion is that the record appeared in the
British top-twenty charts and has, to some extent, maintained

272 : 80

Limited chart content (annual best-sellers). Largely a popmusic history, incl. artists' biographies, of the era.

McAleer, Dave:

Hit parade heroes : British beat before the Beatles / Dave
McAleer.  London : Hamlyn, 1993.  160 p. : ill. ; 29 cm
(pbk.)
♦

(Top 20 hit) for each year between 1954 and 1982. The ausignicant facts and importance. Unashamedly subjective, the

Beatboom : pop goes the sixties / Dave McAleer.  London : Hamlyn, 1994.  160 p. : ill. ; 29 cm (pbk.)
♦

36 : 80

Rather subjective selection of one outstanding popular song

McAleer, Dave:

ISBN: 0-600-57899-2 : ¿10.99

♦♠

Trivia , trivia, trivia

 . . . lists of information incl. bestselling singles in the [USA &

ISBN: 0-600-58009-1 : ¿10.99

McAleer, Dave:

235 : 80

Limited chart content (annual best-sellers). Largely a pop-
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its popularity. (tayl85, p48).

Smith, Steve:

Rock day by day / by Steve Smith & The Diagram Group
[ed.: Denis Kennedy].  Eneld : Guinness Books, 1987. 
256 p. : ill ; 25 cm (pbk.)
ISBN: 0-85112-825-4 : ¿7.95

♦

284 : 80

On cover: `Every important rock date since 1954'. Incl. extensive number one listings (UK, US).
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